
1-, 2-, and 3-star reviews of the Spartan Mosquito Eradicator on Amazon

Review summary Rating Review

 Not recommended 1 I bought 2 sets of these. (4 total) per the acreage recommendation. Hasn’t trapped a single mosquito, they’ve 
been up a week and a half. NOT EVEN ONE in all 4 traps.

Not recommended.

 Didn't help my mosquito problem. 1 Hung two eradicators in my backyard which is about 1/2 acre all grass and trees. No reduction in 
mosquitoes after 4 weeks. In fact, they have got worse. But this is Houston. Perhaps they work better in a 
dryer environment but they don't work in Houston.

 Doesn’t work 1 Doesn’t work period.

 Doesn't work, scam probably 1 I bought 4 packs, total of eight for two acres. Analyzing the contents, it is yeast, sugar and probably borate. 
The concept is you pour warm water into the yeast to activate it. The yeast feed off the sugar and emit C02. 
Mosquito's fly in and drink the water/borate and die. This concept has been around quite a while using a 
pepsi bottle, google it. The thing is, the pepsi trap, like this, under real tests do not work.


The container is a long skinny smooth tube. It has six tiny holes up on top. Supposedly, the mosquito will, 
somehow, detect the C02, fly up to the tip of the smooth plastic tube and squeeze itself in this 4mm hole, 
tucking its legs and body in as it slides itself in this pin hole. Then once inside, fly down the narrow shaft take 
a drink of water, fly up the thin shaft, and once again tuck its legs in and squeeze itself through to fly away. 
This concept is so far fetched.


I would like to see real proof than unproven customer reviews. It would be great that the manufacture would 
show real data and show mosquito accessing these tubes as they say.


I opened one up and poured the contents out. Only bugs I see are fruit flies and a few house flies, but not 
mosquito's. I will take pictures next time. I find it interesting that the manufacturer mentions that the 
mosquitoes fly out, thus you will not see any mosquitoes trapped in the tube. Yet, fruit flies, and house flies, 
which are notoriously way better flyers and can crawl, can not find their wait out of the trap.

 This is a scam: Active ingredients: 
salt and sugar

1 This product is a scam.


The “active” ingredients are salt and sugar.


You know, Malaria is a global problem. Don’t you think that if salt (aka sodium chloride) and sugar (aka 
sucrose) could actually reduce or eradicate mosquitoes, this product would win the inventor the Nobel Prize?


The trap will collect some flies and bugs attracted to the sugar, but no mosquitoes.


Also, if you write a “bad” review, the sellers contact you and tell you that you aren’t “installing” it correctly. 
You see, you have to put just the right number of traps in just the right locations in your yard. Yeah, right.

 Didn't work 1 We have a terrible problem with both the Egyptian and Asian Tiger mosquitoes in our neighborhood. If I 
spend five minutes outdoors without repellent I'll collect at least another two bites. We've tried just about 
everything, and based on some glowing reviews we thought we'd try this too. At the mfr recommendation we 
put out four traps because it was late in the season. Did they help??

HA! I checked the traps several times over the course of the following months. Not only were the mosquitoes 
as bad as ever, the traps seemed EXCELLENT at trapping ants and gnats, but not a single mosquito that I 
could tell. I'd say don't waste your money.

 Definitely wouldn't recommend 
these.

1 These are useless. As another reviewer wrote, just look at the ingredients. I've noticed no change at all over 
the last few weeks these have been out. There are very few products that fit into the category of feeling like I 
was suckered for buying them and this is definitely one of those purchases.

15 Bites in 30 minutes or Less 1 My daughter just spent less than 30 minutes outside and has at first count, over 15 bites on her arms and 
legs. We've placed the Spartan Eradicator's out for 3 weeks. We have less than .5 acres and used 4 of them 
at the perimeter of our property. No change. I've been bit several times, but just thought we needed more 
time. We are in a city neighborhood bordering a small bit of woods. I was giving it time, but 3 weeks in, we've 
noticed NO CHANGE. This DOES NOT WORK IN TEXAS. I'm going to ask for a refund. Such a 
disappointment. We followed all instruction to a T – warm water, shake, hang on trees 5-6' up, out of the rain, 
out of the sun...etc. Really wish it worked. It does not.

 If you have squirrels, you should 
reconsider purchasing this product

1 I loved this concept, I really wanted it to work! I bought the 2 box bundle (4 tubes) here on Amazon and 
deployed all 4 of them according to the instruction on the box. Checked them today and all 4 had been 
chewed at the bottom by squirrels and were empty (picture attached). $50 down the drain or at least down 
the squirrel. Maybe the manufacturer will come up with a metal bottle or some other squirrel proof solution in 
the future, but as is, definitely didn't work for me.
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 Not worth the money 1 I bought 4 to get me through a long season in Central Texas. Supposedly, 1 tube, if placed out early in the 
season, should eliminate 95% of all mosquitoes over an acre. I placed 1 on March 1st before I ever noticed 
mosquitoes. Within a few weeks, I started noticing them so I placed another in the opposite corner of the 
yard. After another 2 weeks, on 4/15, the mosquitoes started getting bad, so I placed a 3rd eradicator in one 
of the other corners of the yard. I also started using my bug zapper. Finally, on May 1, I added the 4th tube in 
the final corner of my less than 1/4 acre yard. It’s now the end of May, I have 4 eradicator tubes, and a bug 
zapper in use, and we can’t sit on our patio for 2 mins without wing eaten alive. Our poor dogs don’t even 
like going outside. These eradicators are disappointing at best. I hate spending $50 on junk, but that’s what I 
feel these were.


In addition, I contacted the Spartan company using the email address on the box, to make sure I have them 
placed correctly or if there were tips they could give. I heard nothing from them at all. So, their customer 
service seems as poor as their product.

 Ineffective 1 Seems ineffective in catching mosquitos. Does catch lot of ants. Tried setting out in small tubs of water to 
block ants. Still no mosquitos. I’m probably actually breeding even more mosquitos. If you’re really curious, 
try the home made model available online using the same yeast and sugar ingredients.

 Didn't work for us. 1 Didn't notice any difference in the number of mosquitoes. Put up for of the eradicators around the property 
as indicated on the packaging.. Still have just as many mosquitoes as we always did. We live in the 
northwest (WA) so maybe our mosquitoes are different. It appears this product is made in the south.

 Starter pack description is 
misleading, it is the same as 
maintenance pack.

1 Starter pack description is misleading, it is no different then the maintenance pack. The two boxes and 
contents are identical. Do not buy the two different starter pack and maintenance pack thinking you’re 
getting different products, they are identicle.

 EXPENSIVE plastic tubes with 
sugar and yeast - save your money

1 I did not want to buy these. My wife saw rave reviews, and I am a skeptic. After all, wouldn't we have wiped 
malaria off the face of the earth by now with this miracle product? Wouldn't some humanitarian buy up a 
zillion of them, and lift up the human race?


Well, you'd think so.


These don't work. I do two things well in life. I am a good artist. And I can follow instructions.


Follow them, I did. I read the ingredients, felt stupid, but dutifully continued and hung twice as many of these 
as recommended for my 7500 square foot lot, in all the right places. They neither attracted nor killed any 
mosquitoes. Mosquitoes were unfazed by them, as you would logically imagine.


Instead, I feel like a dope. Somehow my better self should have kicked in, ignoring my desire to maintain 
peace in my home...traded away for the utter insanity of wasting FIFTY ^$#$#% DOLLARS on four mostly 
empty plastic tubes with some sugar and yeast inside.


It feels like God is laughing at me. I know very well a bunch of mosquitoes laughed at me. Maybe you, too, 
are laughing at me.


Well, laugh away. The joke's on me. I spent fifty dollars on some worthless plastic tubes that will now 
probably help destroy the planet just a little bit, for the privilege of growing four tiny yeast cultures in my back 
yard and entertaining a bunch of mosquitoes.

 Does not work 1 We live in mosquitoe country and tried these just as directions stated. They do not work. I wanted a refund 
but I have trouble getting emails with seller.

 Don't use the Plastic Hook 1 I am extremely disappointed with the plastic hook attachment for deploying the eradicator. I followed the 
instructions for hanging these and placed three of them in my yard. After a week of having them out, I went 
to check on them following a rain storm, and found that 2 out of the 3 had disconnected from the plastic 
hooks. Needless to say both of them spilled out the contents of the tubes rendering them useless.


I would not recommend this at all because I do not trust hanging these outside, especially when 1 week is 
not enough time to be effective and was a waste of my time and money.

 Does not work in wooded yard 1 I live in central Texas. The mosquitos are very tenacious especially the tiger mosquitos. I used all 4 tubes. My 
property is in town but is a large area. I have a very planted yard. This has not worked at all. My son in law 
said his neighbor used it an it worked. They live in a new addition that has very few trees or plants. Whatever 
the reason, I still cannot go outside without bug spray. I read the ingredient, which I should have done before 
buying , after I bought it. There is several ideas on Pinterest using the same ingredients. I even waited to 
write a review to give it time to work. I’m retired. 50$ is a lot of money for something that doesn’t work. If you 
live in the open with few trees this might work, I have serious doubts it will work anywhere else.
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 Utterly useless 1 I have a small child who is severely allergic to mosquitoes, and he is unable to play in our backyard because 
of them. I've used and tested dozens of anti-mosquito products. Some are work to a certain degree; others, 
not so much.


Yet I have never seen a product which has received so much media coverage and which turns out to be so 
utterly useless as the Spartan Mosquito Eradicator.


I had read hundreds of reviews prior to applying the product, and took meticulous care about where to hang 
them, and even used a thermometer to measure the water temperature.


Not a single mosquito a full week in. None. Just a handful of ants.


It's either a fraudulent product, or the chemicals inside are no longer good when we received them. Either 
way, I'm sending these tubes back and asking for a full refund.

 I'm thinking Snake Oil, Can't prove 
it Works.

1 I believe these things are priced high enough to make you think they will work. Something like this is so hard 
to measure since they don't actually trap mosquitoes so how do you know they are working? I bought a 
starter pack which included 4 tubes for my 1/4 acre lot. I've used two so far and will put out the other two in 
a few weeks. I've had the first 2 out since Spring when they recommended you start.


All I know is I still have a lot of mosquitoes around my lot. Maybe I have less because I used them, but I can't 
know for sure. I'm thinking of setting up a night camera over one of the tubes to see if this thing even attracts 
any mosquitoes. I still will never know if it actually kills them.


I would not recommend these since there is no way to know if they work or not.

 Hopeful but disappointed 1 Purchased for our backyard, followed directions exactly and this product did absolutely nothing to help 
control or mosquitos. Sad to say don’t waste your money.

 Doesn't work on mosquitoes in 
Texas!

1 Unfortunately, after 6 weeks of being deployed, the only flying insects that this trap has attracted have been 
pesky gnats. zero mosquitoes in the three traps deployed. I have killed more mosquitoes with my zapper. It 
might work well for others, but it hasn't worked for me.

 No noticeable effect 1 Bought 4 of these and dispersed exactly per directions. Actually doubled up as I used all 4 on a half-acre 
piece of property in central Florida. It has been over two weeks since I put them out and I haven't noticed 
any reduction in number, much less being able to go out and not get bit at all. I used nice warm water as 
directed, hung them under the shady side of a tree at approximately 6-foot height, and put them no more 
than 180-feet apart (probably a little less) from each other. I hate having to return things, and I don't know 
how you would go about returning these anyway, so I guess I'll just leave them out and hope that they are 
doing something even though I am unable to tell. I'm not sure if the mosquito are suppose to die in the 
container, or fly away and die elsewhere. If they are supposed to die in the container then I can definitely say 
that these are not working.

 What ever man...B.S. 1 Traps and kills a few gnats. Did not solve mosquito problems. Followed the instructions. Good looking 
product, nice boxes and easy instructions it just doesn't work.

 Run away... 1 Save your $50. Against my better judgment, I decided to give this a shot. The system as it's packaged 
looked good enough. The items looked to be well thought out and of good quality. I was excited to get 
started. I followed the directions to the letter. It was already in mosquito season so I used both packages as 
instructed, away from my deck, in the corners of my yard, in trees about six feet up, close to the trunk, in the 
shade, etc..... we're about 4 week in now and I'm calling it a complete bust. Mosquitos the size of B-29's are 
plentiful. There was never any indication that the critters were EVER attracted to these things. No cloud of 
mosquitos buzzing around the tubes. I NEVER saw one near it in the many times I spied them (although I was 
bitten by one on my way back to my house after checking, probably angry at me for trying to kill them...). I 
know that these are not "traps", but nobody told that to the few ants who seemingly could not resist bathing 
in this magic solution. Learn from the mistakes of others, you cannot live long enough to make them all 
yourself. My mistake was donating $50 to "P.T. Barnum". Learn from it folks.

 Hello Mosquitoes 1 Hahahahahahahahaha. Laughing mosquitoes are not one bit funny. This product was a waste of money.

 Did they change the formula? 1 I got 2 of these last year to cover a 1 acre lot and complained that they did not work. Customer service 
contacted me directly, with a MAP of my yard, said I needed 4, and pin-pointed the locations, and sent me 2 
more. I tried it and things went very well last year. This year I bought a six pack, put 4 in the locations they 
had told me and added one to what seemed the longest 'gap' between 2... and we're getting eaten alive 
again this year. Did they change something in the formula? Last year my wife was delighted. This year we're 
prisoners indoors when it gets full dark and the skeeters come out in swarms. (We've had them up for not 
quite 8 weeks, but never felt like the mosquitoes were shut down like last year.) I am disappointed.

 Hmmmmmmmmmm 1 I look at this kinda like the Deer whistles back in the day you dunno if it works or not. We had four of them 
filled them with warm bottled water and set them out as directions stated. First week mosquitoes didn't slow 
down at all , month we still getting bit. I have even gone out to where they are and stand there plenty 
mosquitoes bite me but I see none around the Eradicator. I noticed when I filled the container up there was 
nothing floating around in a couple of them, 1 did have some clumps of a white substance and after shaking 
like crazy clumps stayed there. So I purchased two large fans and we sit in the middle of them facing each 
other bugs cant seem to fly through that. Buyer beware
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 This thing is garbage and a total 
scam!

1 I bought the starter pack because I wanted to test the product to see if it really works. Shocker, salt and 
yeast don’t kill mosquitoes. I saw no improvement at all until the end of mosquito season, when they 
naturally drop in numbers. Just to be sure, I sent a pack to an entomology lab and asked them to test it 
there. They put it in a mosquito cage with female mosquitoes and not a single mosquito even tried to go in it. 
They just ignored it. I started researching spartan’s “data” and couldn’t find a single peer reviewed or 
credible study. Now the entomology community on twitter is blasting this thing saying it’s a scam. Don’t 
waste your money.

UPDATE AFTER 6 WEEKS. No 
longer works.

1 Unfortunately after 6 weeks it does no longer work. The water levels were kept as indicated, there were not 
heave rains that flooded the tubes and the tubes did not fall or were tilted. The claim is that is god up to 90 
days but unfortunately we did not experience that. For us it was only good for 30 days which makes it very 
expensive. For this reason I have downgraded the product from 5 stars to 1.


I bought this for my step-daughters back yard so that the grandchildren can come out and play and they are 
so thankful. My granddaughter is a magnet for mosquitoes and know she can play in the yard without being 
covered with mosquito bites. My son in law has noticed the mosquitoes hanging out near the tubes and for 
from the playing area. I highly recommend it and we will be purchasing it early in the season next year. It 
works!!!!

 So far no difference 1 I put two in my yard, which is about a fifth of an acre. I put them on opposite corners away from my porch. 
After a week, I'm still getting bit up my mosquitoes when I'm on my porch. I paid $50 for a four pack.

 Impossible to see If It woks or Not. 1 Can not see any difference, after installing

 Didn't work at all - Don't waste 
time or money

1 I had at least 2 friends swear by their Spartan Eradicators. But for me they didn't work at all.


I have about 2/3 of an acre and used a 4 pack hanging them on June 5th 2019 around the property as 
described in the directions. A month later I saw NO reduction in mosquitoes. Up to 95% control in 2 weeks? 
Not even close! I eventually had to add a 2nd control system that immediately started catching mosquitoes. 
Immediately while I was still setting it up, I saw mosquitoes getting trapped.


To explain my star ratings. Easy to use 5 stars. The directions are straight forward and the product is easy to 
set up as directed. 5 stars for scent - I notice nothing offensive with them hanging outside.


Effectiveness and value for money 1 Star - If I could given zero stars I would.


Don't waste your time or money on the Spartan. Worthless.

 Zero- that's the total number 
caught

1 Actually, I lied, its 4, all which I smacked on my arms while hanging these up.

I followed the instructions, they have now been up for 2 months. Mosquitoes everywhere, not a single in the 
traps.


Even if they did work, they are priced too high. Logic says the manufacturer knows they don't work, knows 
they won't have repeat clients, so they market the heck out of them, sell them at huge margins before people 
wise up.

 Not convinced 1 I'm not convinced these are doing anything. After a week they totally molded over, and all they seem to be 
attracting are ants. Mosquitos are still rampant. It's been 2 weeks which is the time frame they say you will 
start seeing drastic improvement. I have not. I live in an area with heavily treed neighborhoods and near a 
pond so mosquitos are terrible. Even a 20% improvement would be a marked one but the improvement just 
isn't there. Chalking these up as worthless.

 Does not work! 1 This product is A JOKE! We live in a 32 acre wooded area. Bought and placed these per directions. So did 
our neighbors. Neither of us have seen any effect on our mosquito population. I still have to be completely 
covered and use a mosquito net over my head to be outside morning or evening. This product is a sham! The 
mosquitos swarm us. They buzz around the mosquito net on my head in swarms! Where I live, in Northern 
Wisconsin, this product was a waste of money.

 Got scammed! 1 I just got scammed! I feel for the great marketing and lies. This is noting more than a placebo. There is no 
science at all. Wish someone would test on YouTube. The ingredients and method have been around for 
awhile. Look it up on YouTube “mosquito trap”. A few have tested using a coke bottle. Bottom line, it does 
not work. Wasted my money without researching ingredients! Insecticide and deet is the only true thing that 
really works unfortunately.

 Mosquito attractor 1 At first I thought the four tubes I bought were working in the early summer; then I realized that the many days 
of extreme cold Wisconsin winter (-30 F) was the likely reason the Mosquitos were minimal this early 
summer. Parks and neighbors also had minimal mosquito problems. Will not purchase next year.

 Zero mosquitos caught 1 I live in the southern US. I have had these hanging for about a week. I opened all 4 to check how many 
mosquitos have been caught. Zero were in the traps. We have had heavy rains for the past two weeks so 
there are a ton of mosquitos out.

 No impact on mosquitoes 1 I have a large back yard. In total front/ back I have ~0.4 acres. To make sure I had enough of these tubes to 
work I bought the 4-tube (acre) size and spaced them along my back yard fence. I didn’t put them next to my 
patio as per the directions. It has been about the full time period for these tubes now and I should be 
replacing them soon. At no time have I noticed ANY reduction of mosquitoes in my back yard. I will not be 
re-ordering this product 👎
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 Holes in trap 1 I was so excited about this trap. I had heard some good things about it. I installed them perfectly. I was so 
excited to have a good solution. I really do think that they were working. However, about 2 weeks after 
installation, I went out to check them, and there were tiny holes in the bottom like a squirrel had chewed 
them! All of the solution was gone. I attempted to duct take as you can see in the picture, but with the 
solution being gone, this was futile and duct tape did not even help leak.

I emailed customer service. They told me "how unfortunate" and that was that. I was a little shocked that 
they did not do more or at least offer a new pack so that I could try to reinforce them better before I hung 
them out. Just wondering about this whole company now.

At 17 days, no effectiveness 
detected.

1 After meticulous attention to detail in filling and placement of these 17 days ago (4 of them on our 1/3 acre 
property), still being eaten alive. So disappointed.

 Not a good product 1 Terrible! Don’t buy these. We did exactly what the directions said and hung where is said and it actually made 
our mosquito problem worse than ever. After we took them down and dumped the water out there wasn’t a 
single mosquito in it.

 Another failed mosquito solution 1 They don't work. They don't eliminate the mosquito problem even in a small yard like mine (1/6 acre). What 
they do succeed in doing is attracting ants and other small bugs so you constantly need to cremove them 
from the liquor. Also, they are prone to falling if there are any strong winds then you are out $20+ per tube. I 
highly don't recommend.

 Doesn't works 1 I prepared the traps as instructed with warm water to activate the compunds and placed the trap hanging in 
a branch along the trunk of the trees in a shadowed area. As mosquitoe season was already in progress I 
placed a second trap but unfortunately I haven't seen any diufference or reduction in mosquitoe population.

 Total waste of time and money 1 This cannot 'trap' mosquitoes as it is not designed to allow mosquitoes to actually get in. A lot of false 
information seems to be surrounding this product. It attracted a lot of ants but did nothing for mosquitoes. 
The description says to hang near a tree to allow water to get in but the holes are too small for that to 
happen. This really is a tremendous waste of time and money.

 Didn’t work 1 This was so disappointing. I have a ton of mosquitoes still... I didn’t realize how simple this thing is. Yeast, 
sugar, salt, and water in a tube with holes in it. Those things cost about $3... I feel scammed. Yeast really 
only produces CO2 gas with a finite amount of sugar for a few days especially when it is above 80 degrees.

 Product is a joke!! 1 This product is a joke. The yeast, salty sugar water concoction is good but the container that it is in is the 
problem. Plus if I wanted to make bread it would not cost anywhere near this amount to do so. I think that 
everyone that was scammed into buying this crap product should be refunded 100%. Do not waste your 
time or money here!!!

 Wish it worked!!! 1 This item is easy to use in respect to putting it together and hanging. However, there has been no decrease 
in the mosquito population in my backyard. My mother used to say if it sounds too good to be true it is.

 Only works if you use the cylinder 
to smash mosquitos!

1 I have a small fenced patio, no water features, but close enough to a lake and gardens. No scent, easy to 
use but it seems that it has the same effect of hot water. Mosquitos are still alive, strong and having fun. 
Next, i will try to use the product to smash the mosquitos, literally. The cylinder looks heavy enough to kill 
them, but other than that, i wasted money, hot water and the time to hang them.

 Waste of money 1 The order comes with four tubes, so I followed the directions and put two of them out at the first of June. I 
saw a little bit of a decline in the mosquito population, but about three weeks ago the mosquitoes became 
unbearable, so I put the last two out and put more water in the first two. Well, we cannot even sit outside 
once the sun goes down. They eat us alive!! I would not recommend this product. I knew it was too good to 
be true!!

 Doesn't work on small properties 1 I purchased this product for my yard. I have a small front and back yard. I placed the product on the trees 
furthest from my front and back patios per manufacturer recommendations. The product is designed to 
attract mosquitoes.

I sat on my front porch for an hour, it wasn't even dusk. I received about 15 bites to my legs - this is way 
worse than having no protection.

I moved the tubes to a trail in my neighborhood and will give the other two to the friend who recommended 
this product to me - she has a large property.

 One month later, mosquitoes are 
much worse

1 I had high hopes for these. After one month the mosquitoes are much worse. 8 bites on one arm in 15 
minutes just now. Have worked hard over the years to make sure there's no standing water, everything you're 
supposed to do. Have a small lot in Atlanta, large overhead trees, average garden, no ivy. Used all four tubes. 
$50 experiment that didn't pan out.

 Did. Not. Work. 1 I thought I had found the solution to my mosquito problem. It was super easy to use but it did not work for 
my yard. Unfortunately, I had to call professionals in to spray my yard after using this product...so this 
product was a waste of $50 - money that could have gone towards paying the professionals. The mosquitos 
have never been as bad! I will not be buying this product again.

 IT DIDN’T WORK:(( 1 I bought two boxes I put two of them front of my house, two of them in backyard, I hate mosquitoes and I 
thought maybe it’s going to stop but unfortunately it didn’t stop. Still same they are everywhere... I paid $49 
for both I wish I can return them, Because it’s not cheap and they didn’t work...

 doesn't work 1 Does not work. I bought 8 of these and followed the instructions and a month later no decrease in 
mosquitos. Waste of money. Rip off. I was hoping this would work since i own over half an acre. I would have 
been a forever customer if this worked. I live in Florida.
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 This is a scam product ! 1 Terrible product. I bought a starter pack (4 tubes) and prepared and hung them per the manufacturer's 
instructions. I have had them hanging for more than two weeks now and the only thing that have been 
caught are ants and a couple of spiders.......no mosquitos. My lot is barely 1/4 of an acre so this thing should 
have trapped a significant portion of my mosquito population but it has caught none.

 Doesn't work 1 I really wanted these to work because I don't like mosquitoe companies spray poison into our yard. But 
unfortunately these don't work for us. We have a huge mosquitoe problem in our backyard because it ends in 
the woods. I installed them exactly as the instruction sais and after two weeks we still get dozens of 
mosquito bites when we go outside. I put all 4 tubes around the yard. Really disappointed

 Didn't work 1 I've had my 4 "what evers" up now for 1 month & can't tell a bit of difference. I live in West Texas (edge of the 
desert) with very little rain. But the mosquitoes can get huge. These things are sure not worth the money. I'll 
move on to something else because I will not waist my money on these again.

 not impressed 1 Have had continual issues with Mosquitos in my yard every year. I was hoping this product would be the key. 
It wasn't. Followed directions very closely, read other reviews and questions to have any extra insight on 
using them. placed 4 units (I only have half acre in the back) had NO noticeable difference at all. needed deet 
and a netting tent. in the tent I saw many mosquitos against the netting and received many mosquito bites. 
Not buying ever again.

 They didn't work 1 I actually think these things work? I still have mosquitos but I have noticed this year that there are less of 
them compared to past years. I will say that it is the product that has helped but it could just be the weather 
and an increase in dragonfly’s I have in the yard this year.

Update: After using this product I have come to the conclution that it does not work what-so-ever. I had judt 
as many mosquitos in my yard as ever.

 Doesn’t work. 1 I put up 4 tubes on .4 acres and didn’t notice any change in mosquitoes. One tube had a few random bugs in 
it, the rast had nothing and the mosquito situation did not improve at all.

 Doesn’t work 1 Quite simply, does not work. I was suspicious that all the glowing reviews were fake but decided to try it out. 
I bought 6 boxes ( 12 traps total) and set out 6 traps in early April . Not one mosquito caught by late May. 
Returned 3 boxes

 Didn't Work AT ALL For Me 1 I read many of the reviews for this product and still ordered it, with much reservation. Not working at all for 
mosquitos. No mosquitos caught to date. Only black ants. I follow directions well and am sure the traps are 
placed as directed, even closer than the maximum distance mentioned. I would not recommend this product 
to anyone. I have already called a professional pest control company to treat my lawn which I have used 
before. I know this works very well and not much more expensive.

 SPARTAN MOSQUITO 
ERADICATOR

1 Didn't work for us. We still have tons of mosquitoes. My son swore by this product that they use at his work 
in Houston. We have seen no difference in less mosquitoes at all. We will have to try another product as we 
are out $50 for this. We won't buy again.

 Blah 1 Not working

 Don’t waste your money on this 
product

1 I very rarely if ever write reviews so take notice. My property is roughly 3/4 of an acre. I placed four canisters 
around our yard and after three weeks have experienced absolutely zero effect on the mosquito population. 
We followed the instructions to the letter filling each tube with warm to hot water and placing 4 unit around 
the property as advised (actually moe than required) We decided to attempt the low cost alternative of 
spartan to hiring an expensive service and unfortunately wasted the.$49 dollars spent. They claim 90 days of 
protection but after 21 with no effect I’d strongly advise against wasting your money on this low cost 
alternative. Don’t waste your money

 Not sure it is working 1 I have checked the traps and have found NO mosquitoes in them. I have not had a lot of mosquitoes this 
year but I have also been very good at keeping the birdbaths with mosquito dunks and emptying all staying 
water around. But not sure the Spartan Eradicator has done anything.

 Save your money!!! Doesn’t work 1 Bought 4.. 1 for my front yard, 1 for the back yard, and 1 for each neighbor so I could get a nice barrier 
around my house.

Still get ate up while sitting outside trying to enjoy the weather. Not happy, out the money for something that 
doesn’t work

 Does not work 1 Bought 4 of them installed them as directed on 1/4 of an acre. Did not get rid of mosquitoes. The got better 
for 2 weeks only to come back worse by week 4. This product does not work either at all or on Florida 
Mosquitoes. If you live in the south and have bad problem due to a semi tropical environment this will not 
work. Try something else. Buyer beware

 These are worthless 1 Don’t waste your money. I live in Western Washington and put 2 of these in my back yard at the 
recommended height in trees. The mosquitoes are just as thick as they ever have been. I waited to write a 
review for a couple of weeks after installing these

 They don't work 1 Mine have been up for nearly a month and I have more mosquitoes than ever. I followed the instructions 
exactly. One of the tubes is full of ants, but otherwise nothing. When I put them up I had a few mosquitoes 
but now I have swarms of them. Save your money.

 Didn’t work 1 I got four of these. They worked moderately well until it rained then not at all. I was being bitten 24 hours a 
day with swarms of mosquitos. I finally called a mosquito service. No mosquitos or gnats in one day. I would 
not buy this again. My neighbor had the same experience and is calling the mosquito service in the spring.

 Didn’t work as described. 1 This did not work for us. We set it up exactly as instructed and not a single mosquito, lots of other little 
critters but the mosquitoes were still coming in flocks. We had a company come spray and now there’s not a 
single mosquito.
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 absolutely no effect 1 I deployed 3 tubes on 1/4 acre backyard and there was no no effect. There are more Asian Tigers than ever.

I'd be OK if I wasted $20 on this, but $50 for 4 plastic bottles makes me feel stupid. Why can't someone 
come up with something that works ???

 Doesn't work 1 I live in AL, and are covered up in mosquitos. After paying a lot of money to a mosquito control service last 
year, I decided to try these. I put four in our backyard about a month ago, and every time I go outside, I get 
swarmed with mosquitos. Save yourself the money.

 Worthless. Not one mosquito. 
OBVIOUSLY A SCAM!!

1 I am extremely disappointed. These are not cheap, and not one mosquito caught. I even bought 4 boxes 
because the reviews were good. WHY?! WHY ARE THERE GOOD REVIEWS WHEN THESE THINGS DON'T 
WORK?!!! I HATE BEING RIPPED OFF!!!!!

 Not so sure it's as good as it 
seems...

1 I Live in Texas and I have had the 4 tubes up for about 4 weeks and there are still no mosquitos in the tubes. 
I followed the directions as given in the package. This product doesn't seem to be working. There are alot of 
mosquitos around but don't seem interested in the tubes. They seem interested in biteing me. I have heard 
great things about this product but now I'm not so sure... Just little spiders and a few knats in the tubes..

 Dont waste your money 1 More little mos everywhere, after they finished laughing, they attacked like us like crazy,had to put the 
zappers again to clear the way. Seriously tried these units for 3 weeks and can't see any effect. Followed all 
instructions, maybe my bugs are too educated.

 Useless! Didn’t make any 
difference

1 My husband and I followed the instructions to the T. We still get “attacked” by these blood sucking insects 
every time we are in our backyard. We checked the tubes periodically and changed them in 30 days to make 
sure we get those suckers out of our living backyard space. Didn’t really notice any difference. Don’t waste 
your money on these! We just wasted $100 and endured 2 months of mosquito bites! Useless!

 Does NOT work 1 I bought this product, followed directions, place 4 tubes around the circumference of my house, and 
NOTHING! I was scared to place them too close just in case they were toxic or something but after I saw 
they didn't work at all for a few days, i just kept moving them closer and to different places, and I saw no 
change. I read great reviews, but this did NOT work for me at all.

 I wouldn't buy again. Very poor 
customer service.

1 Didn't work for us. Used it as directed. One came broke and they didn't bother to send a new cap nor even 
reply. Did not notice improvement in mosquitoes even after 2 months

 Skip this-does not work 1 Skip this product. Using two tubes around a smaller than 1/8 acre backyard. (Product rated for one acre.) 
Have had out for several weeks, and still get covered by bites. I'm not in a swamp - dry texas summer.

 Disappointing 1 We were full of hope when we bought these. After having them up for a month and a half we haven't noticed 
any difference in the amount of mosquitos on our property. We followed all the instructions correctly. They 
simply have not worked for us. Very disappointing.

 Waste of money 1 I bought these because some of our relatives vouched for this product saying “how great it was” and how it 
keeps mosquitoes away. Not in our case! I’ve put them around our house and if anything it made the 
mosquitoes attracted to our house.

 Waste of Money 1 I purchased these as desperate last resort to control the number of mosquitos that seem to be waiting for us 
every time we stepped outside. Per the product instructions, I was a bit late and it was recommended to put 
all 4 eradicators out at the same time. Our lot is 8,000 sq ft and the product covers an acre worth of property. 
It has now been 2 months and there is no difference in the mosquito population. For such an expensive 
product I expected better results and it was definitely a waste of money.

 Not effective 1 Not effective at all. Opened them up after three weeks. No bugs. Doesn’t work in eastern Washington. I have 
the bites to prove it.

 Don’t work anymore! 1 The first year I used these, they worked great! Loved them! This year, they are not helping at all. The first set 
had packets inside that dissolved, this year it was just powder in the containers, so not sure if that’s it or 
not...but they were a waste of money. These things aren’t cheap, so you want them to work! I even doubled 
up on the number I used just for extra protection and Mosquitos are worse than they’ve ever been with zero 
improvement. Not buying again.

 Not for damp areas 1 These might work for people who have yards that are clear and open. I’ve tried 3 separate times, because 
people I work with swear they work. This time I used 4 within .25 acres....after 15 days, I sit outside for 5 
minutes and kill 5 mosquitoes. I live in FL and have lots of trees that surround and plenty of bushes and 
jasmine in my yard. Won’t be trying them again.

 Didn't work for me 1 It didn't work in my suburban yard, and there is no ingredient in it that should be toxic to a mosquito. 
Furthermore, over the course of many evenings, I never saw any mosquitoes any where near the Spartan 
tube. I think it's a scam, but it won't cost much to find out for yourself. What does work? Foggers work. I 
bought one after Spartan didn't work, and I'm very happy with the results.

 Doesn’t work 1 Has not worked at all. I followed the instructions. It wasn’t working so I moved them all to my back patio. Still 
isn’t working. My son opened them up to see, out of four traps there is a single mosquito. The rest seem to 
have moldy water. We are still chewed up.

 Another SCAM based on lies 1 Bought it, researched it daily, placed remote camera facing it. For 30 days.


Not a single mosquito entered it.


Come to find out, it is sugar, salt, and yeast. Yeast stops working within a day or 2 and salt is not poison for 
mosquitoes but does drive them away.


There is zero regulations for this product ir its false claims. Just bogus and some naive positive reveiws.
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 Does Not Work! 1 This product does not work. We put two units at perimeter of our 1/3 acre lot. After three weeks, there are 
just as many mosquitos as ever. Don’t buy this useless product.

 Completely Ineffective 1 I put these out a month before mosquitoes started to emerge. It has had zero effect on our mosquito 
population. Had to go back to spraying chemicals.

 Does not work 1 This does not work. My wife is getting bitten every time she goes outside. I have these in several locations 
and I consider them a total waste of money. Time to break out the Malathion.

 Sucks!!! 1 Awful product didn’t work at all waste of money

 Yard Decoration 1 Have not noticed any reduction in mosquitoes. Per instructions, placed 4 units in less than 1 acre yard about 
2 months ago and still are being attacked by mosquito swarms. No help what so ever.

 When will they work? 1 Have had these in yard for over a month. No noticeable decrease in mosquito population. Very disappointing.

 No Impact on Mosquito Population 1 I have an acre and a half so I purchased two sets (8 tubes). I placed them all around the perimeter of the 
property and away from gathering areas. I also followed the filling directions exactly as specified. It has been 
over 4 weeks and the mosquitoes are not impacted at all. They are just as bad as they have always been so I 
cannot see that these many any impact at all. I wished I had saved my money and put it towards a 
professional mosquito spraying service.

 Totally disappointed. This product 
does not work as advertised

1 After three weeks of use I have NOT noticed a reduction in the mosquito population. I followed the 
manufacturer’s instructions but the device simply does not work. I’ll go back to spraying insecticide until I 
find a product that works. This one does not.

 Totally ineffective. The only thing 
they trap is ants.

1 We followed all package instructions and placed the devices as recommended 6 feet above the ground. They 
were placed in the corner of a large backyard. So far the only thing in the traps are ants. Lots and lots of ants 
and not a single mosquito. I will be returning this product as it has done nothing. Seriously, not a single 
mosquito in the traps

 Do not buy...It's a scam!! 1 Please do yourself a favor and do not buy this product. I rarely write product reviews, mostly read them. I 
bought this and I can tell you that this is a scam. If you don't believe me read the ingredients and do some 
research.


If you want to buy something that works for mosquito then buy a lamp that generates carbon dioxide which 
will trap the insects.

 Didn’t work 1 I followed all the directions, they didn’t work at all 😩  Still get bitten by several mosquitos at the same even if 
I am standing right next to it.

 A waste of good hard earned 
money and time! Don't buy!!

1 After following all directions to the letter, the Mosquito population increased 3 fold!

 Don’t buy if you’re allergic to 
mosquitos

1 We were using Mosquito Joe all season until June when we decided to give Spartan Mosquito a try. It’s 
supposed to last 90 days, but we have had it 2 weeks and I have 3 bites from just standing on the patio for 2 
mins. I wish we would have just spent the $69 for Mosquito Joe. We are returning this item.

 Doesn’t work 1 Didn’t see a difference at ALL in the number of mosquitoes.. wonderful idea but not worth the risk of this 
much money. Will not repurchase

 Did not work 1 Unfortunately, even after deploying 4 units (we are in Southwest Florida and have a small back yard), there 
was no change in the amount of mosquito we 're experiencing. We ordered a set last year with inconclusive 
evidence, so wanted to try again this year. At least last's had metal hooks. They now come with plastic 
hooks, and a light wind has already caused one unit to fall to the ground and spill out. For $50 I was hoping 
for a product that might actually help combat the mosquito problem, but sadly this does not appear to curtail 
mosquitoes as advertised.

 Doesn't work 1 Just another scam for people wanting/needing a solution ..............

Hung 4..... I think I have more mosquitoes

 Does not work 1 I had heard raving reviews for this product before purchasing so I decided to try. I had high hopes but they 
were not fulfilled. They seemed to not work at all. I saw no difference in the mosquitos around my house. I 
will not buy again.

 Not sure what is different! 1 I purchased 2 boxes of these from a feed store last year and was extremely satisfied with the results. I went 
back this year and they were sold out so i purchased 2 boxes from here and they are very ineffective. Not 
positive what the problem is but i know the product inside the tube was not in a disposable plastic bag liked 
the ones i purchased from the feed store so it must have gone bad. Not effective at all. Will be visiting the 
feed store for replacements.

 Doesn't work 1 Doesn't work. I put all 4 out and waited two months and there has been no improvement whatsoever. I only 
have about 1/2 an acre of property and followed the instructions exactly

 Didnt work for our property 1 Hung these as per instructions. Either we have more skeeters than 4 can handle or they just do not work. I've 
been chewed alive yet another year. Bummer

 It needs to hang from a tree! 1 If you don't have a tree in your backyard don't buy it.

 Don’t waste your money 1 This is junk. I purchased two for a total of four eradicators and saw absolutely NO decline in mosquito 
population. Don’t waste your money!
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 Does not last. 1 For the $50 price I expected them to last longer that a week. They worked great when first hung, but that 
was short lived. Will not buy again.

 Didn’t work 1 Has not worked. I was really hoping this would work since someone at church told me about it but after 
about 3 weeks I have seen no drop in the amount of mosquitoes

 Not effective at all in my 
experience

1 Used all 4 for less than 1 care coverage, spread out evenly.

No different or result whatsoever.

Seems to be a waste of 50 dollars unfortunately.

 No hope 1 Set it up correctly. It does not work...

 Scam 1 I bought it June 23, today is September 26 and not a single mosquito was attracted to Spartan, just a few 
fruit flies but no mosquitoes at all. Piece of garbage.

 Didn’t work in our yard 1 We have half an acre and set up four of the eradicators and waited two weeks. Mosquitoes are still terrible. 
Didn’t work for us.

 Disappointment !!! 1 This product does not work as advertised for my home. I have a mosquito problem around my patio and 
backyard where the applicators were placed. Two applicators should have been more than enough for the 
area that they are suppose to cover. I will go ahead and utilize the other two, however, I don't feel confident 
that it will work. I live in the city and I have a large backyard that this product should have treated with 2 
applicators. I began treatment approx. 6 weeks ago.

 Not worth the money, not very 
effective at all.

1 I've had these for a few months now. They're really easy to set up, just fill them with water. Then go get get 
some bug spray and spray your skin because these babies won't do much. I opened all 4 tubes and hung 
them up as directed and they didn't do sugar. I moved all 4 to 10' from the front porch and then I've noticed 
a 10% decrease in mosquitos. To be fair, my skeeters will carry off small children. These are just weak sauce.

 Kills HONEY BEES! 1 I just came in from checking my mosquito traps, and found 5to 6 dead HONEY BEES!!

I am horrified and upset. I sent an email to this company that they need to make the entry holes smaller. DO 
NOT buy this product til they do!!

 Doesn't work 1 We have tried this product for the last 5 months. We started at the beginning of the season and replaced 
after 3 months. It doesn't work.

 WASTE OF MONEY 1 The only bugs I've caught in these, (purchased 4 of them), was earwigs & flies and few of those. Hung the 
traps 2 months ago. I was so excited about claims of reducing mosquitoes by 95 percent in 15 days. WASTE 
OF MONEY!!!!

Maybe works if you have 30 of 
them?

1 It doesn't work. We have a small yard and put 2 of these away from our hang out spots and we still get bit. 
🙁  Maybe bc of all the rain?

 Doesn’t work 1 So far I have seen very little impact from these in my back yard. Have placed 2 out and spaces properly. 
Been there a few weeks and the mosquitos were eating me alive yesterday on the patio

 Does not work at my house 1 There is no difference in the amount of mosquitoes in our yard. Maybe because everytime it rains the label 
say replace. That gets expensive.

 Not All That Great 1 I used these last year and didn't really see a difference. Still had to use the fogger, spray, candles, etc. I 
bought some early this season thinking if I got them out early enough they might work. This was my last 
purchase as I still am using fogger, spray, candles, etc. At least they were half the price buying on Amazon.

 Terrible product waste of money 1 It worked good for a few days while it was dry the first time it rained the mosquitoes started to swarm again 
and it does absolutely nothing now!

 Didn't work as advertised. 1 I placed two eradicators in my back yard and four weeks later, no improvement in the mosquito population.

 Doesn't work as suggested 1 My husband placed the 4 tubes over a week ago and I am still getting eat up by mosquitoes. Guess it 
doesn't work on Texas mosquitoes. §§§§§§ it has been a while now still no help with the problem. No refund 
no replacement.

 not good for my area 1 i would need a lot more it did 000 for the mosquito problem

 Don’t waste your money 1 This product does not work. I had four in a lot about a quarter acre in size. Checked water levels religiously, 
and followed the instructions to the letter. No reduction in mosquitoes after an entire season. Don’t waste 
your money. My brother in law tried them on his lot and had the same results. They do not work. Wasted 
$50.00

 Nope! 1 I wish i would have read the reviews before buying I have had the product out for 3 days no change we are 
still eaten alive

 Garbage buy 1 Placed them as directed 2 weeks ago and not doing anything but attracting mosquitos! Scam don’t buy 
because they aren’t worth it... unless you’re looking to bring mosquitos into your area!!!

 Keep your money! 1 This product did nothing...

 Did not work 1 Did not work

 Doesn't work atleast in my 
wooded area.

1 I have had up for a month. Hardly a mosquito in it. Ok well I tried them thought good idea but wont buy 
again.

 Do not buy 1 DOES NOT WORK. I have less than an acre, hung up 4 tubes. I'm 3 weeks in and have not killed/caught the 
first mosquito.
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 Waste of $ for us :( 1 Squirrels chewed right through the bottle. Waste of $100 for me which is NOT cool considering I could have 
had two yard treatments from my yard company. I’m very disappointed and out $100 bucks. :(

 Did not work :( 1 It did absolutely nothing to our mosquito population :(. I truly I wanted this to work because we have really 
bad mosquito problem... but after putting 4 sticks around our house for 2 weeks, mosquito population didn’t 
change at all.

 Don’t work! Waste money 1 Unfortunately it doesn’t work for us. Following instruction is easy but no working. We are in center of Virginia.

 Trash - does not do a thing. 1 Garbage!! Does not work in central Texas. Only caught a couple gnats over the course of 2 weeks. Very 
dissappointed.

 Didn't Catch a Single Mosquito 1 We hung four of these around our house and have checked them periodically, and have not found a single 
mosquito or any bug for that matter in any of them. Our yard is swarming with mosquitoes.

 These things are a scam 1 Completely worthless. Doesn't attract mosquitoes at all, so it can hardly poison them

 Doesn’t work at all.. 1 Followed the directions perfectly. They do not work. Zero change in mosquito and we put four of them in our 
back yard.. definitely not worth it.

 Hook broke off cap! 1 The construction of the hanging hook. I filled the canister as directed, hung the canister and left. The next 
day the hook was still attached to the limb. The cap had a weak spot therefore didn't support the weight of 
the canister. The contents drained out. I will never know if this worked or not. The company needs to send 
me another!!!!

 NOT squirrel proof! 1 Bought this kit for my yard and 3 out of the 4 bottles were chewed through by squirrels! What a waste of 
money!

 They don't work 1 I followed the instructions. It may have caught 30 mosquitoes. Not impressed.

After 2 months, I decided to go the old fashion way (spray my garden + fumigate when staying outside long).

 PRODUCT IS WORTHLESS 1 DID not catch one of the flying critters. The company did give me a refund

 Don’t work !! 1 Did not work !!! I have a small yard and I put out 2 and still get eat up every time I go out !! Don’t waste your 
money !

 Doesn't Work for Us 1 We put and maintained 4 Spartans in our forested yard, mosquitoes not reduced.

 Avoid 1 Didn’t work for me

 Did not help with mosquitos. 1 I don’t live in a wooded area, just a regular yard with bushes a few trees. The mosquitos are bad in the south 
and this product did not help at all! Definitely not worth the price!

 Does not work! 1 I live in a heavily wooded area that supports large mosquito populations. The mosquito eradicator did not 
eradicate. I see no difference. If you are selling to people who have a mosquito happen by every now and 
then this may work. I am someone who is willing to try anything once... hoping to try it twice because it 
worked! This product like so many others has failed the test.

 Wish they worked 1 Does not work in our back yard. Put 2 out there and still are swarming with mosquitos....

Caught 0 mosquitoes 1 Did not catch mosquitoes

 not like I thought it would be 1 I have 8 of these hanging in my yard. Still have as or more mosquitos

 over rated 1 easy to set up & place around yard perimeter, been hanging in 2 different sections of fence line, however 
does not seem effective.

OVER RATED & OVER PRICED.

 Not working 1 It's one star for now. So far these traps work for ants, but not one mosquito in any of the 4 traps I set out in 
my 1/2 acre yard. Only had them out for 4 days so I will change the rating if they begin to work. So far waste 
of money.

 does not work 1 I put 2 of these in my side yard so I could work in my garden without mosquitos...still got eaten alive, so I put 
out all 4 within 30 feet of one another and after about three weeks I was standing with my son in the middle 
of these and looked down and on my arm was a mosquito filling itself with blood...I killed it leaving blood on 
my arm and went for the 'OFF'...pitiful...I threw them in the trash....waste of hard earned money!!!!!

 Disappointed 1 I have not observed any decrease in mosquitoes since hanging up the Spartan product. Disappointed

 Not effective in my case 1 I've had these traps up for a week, using extra traps per acre according to the instructions and... have not 
caught a single mosquito. There are plenty to catch though, and other insects have found their way in. At 
about $13 a tube, it's not a great deal.

 Waste of money! 1 This did not work for my property. I notice no difference in swarms of mosquitoes with or without the 
eradicators. I would not waste my time any money on this product if I were you.

 Waisted money/ product is a 
scam.

1 Followed directions exactly. Doesn't work. Period. Don't buy this product. This product is not worth a dime 
much less $50.

 False advertising 1 We followed the directions. This doesn’t work. At all. Zero difference in mosquito population in our yard. 95% 
eradication? I don’t believe it’s even 5% effective.

 Did not work 1 These did not work - I put 4 in my back yard and no difference
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 Useless 1 These did absolutely nothing for my mosquito problem. I even bought extras, hoping it would at least knock 
them back. NOPE. Save your money!

 Does not work 1 This product does not work! We have four in our 1/4 of an acre yard and still get bit up by mosquitos. Wish 
we would have invested in having our yard sprayed instead....

 No reduction in mosquitoes 1 Placed two in a very small backyard with No noticeable reduction in mosquitoes. Would not buy again.

 Don’t waste your money. 1 This is my second purchase, and I’m sad to say it doesn’t even remotely relieve Mosquitoes in our yard. 
Arkansas mosquitoes are immune to this product.

Next year I’m probably going to hire a professional service to spray the yard.

 Did NOT work! 1 This may have been because they were rained on & collected water. Not sure;( I placed them under a tree 
where this hopefully wouldn’t happen, )but they never worked for me, or my mom, who also put them out. A 
waste of money!

 No luck 1 Nothing....

 No noticeable improvement 1 No change saw them buzzing around but they love my B negative more.

 These didn't make any difference 
to the mosquito population here at 
all.

1 These apparently did nothing at all to diminish the mosquitoes here in Memphis, TN. I've never seen a 
mosquito anywhere near any of the 'eradicators' so...

 Waste of MONEY! WtF! 1 DOES NOT WORK! Still getting mosquito bites ! WASTE OF MONEY

 Squirrels love it. 1 If you have squirrels the tubes are dismantled or destroyed within 24 hrs.

 I wish I could return it. 1 I’ve had this right next to my door so that if the mosquitoes fly in they have to make it past the trap and I still 
get bit every night.

 What a let down. 1 Didn’t work for me at all. I had read all the great reviews so I tried it, it was a waste of money for me.

 Didn't work for us 1 We have a creek in our backyard and a lot of shade, so our backyard has a ton of mosquitoes even if we pay 
someone to spray. We tried doing this instead and it was much worse.

 Got taken. Don’t be next. 1 Voodoo BS. Pure snake oil.

 Disappointed/eaten up 1 Very easy to set up. Still cant sit outside without getting bit up by mosquitoes. Disappointed doesn't seem to 
work. 😢

 dosen't work 1 Don't waste your money

 did nor kill one bug 1 no good

SO DISAPPOINTED...WASTED"1 1 We were so excited and I spent $100+ for this product. We followed directions and .mosquitoes are still 
visible and biting us.

SO DISAPPOINTED

 It doesn't work 1 It doesn't work. I noticed absolutely no difference in the mosquitos.

 Will not purchase again. 1 Could not tell that this made a difference in the yard. Will not purchase again.

 Didn’t work at all! 1 No mosquitoes in container. Mosquitoes are still carrying me away.

 garbage 1 waste of time and money.

 Disappointed Customer 1 I used and put up the Mosquito Eradicator, word for word by the instructions. I have a .4 acre lot and these 
things did not get rid of any mosquitoes. I was really hoping the product would work, but I would save $$$$ 
and pay for a long care service to spray instead.

 Doesn’t really seem to work, but 
easy to use.

1 Got the 4 pack a little over a week ago. Still getting eaten alive by mosquitoes, as are my kids. I see no 
difference in population. I hung them all as instructed especially back near fence where water sometimes 
collects after rain. Maybe these just don’t work in Florida.

 Nope 1 Nope

 DOESN’T WORK 1 Tried this 2 years in a row. Does not work.

 Easy to use, but useless 1 Very easy to use, but we saw no difference at all. And I wish they sold refill packs of the solution so I didn’t 
have to repurchase the entire kit.... well if it had worked anyway.

 Completely useless 1 Completely ineffective product. Be suspicious of these reviews. Has not done a single thing to reduce 
mosquito population in .3 of acre.

 Did not work 1 Did not work

 Did not work 1 Unfortunately, this product did not work, at all, for us.

 Not worth the cost 1 Doesn't seem to be effective. Followed directions exactly. They'll fill with rainwater during heavy storms no 
matter how well inside a tree you hide them.

 Not worth it 1 I have half an acre near a wooded area I got four of the Spartan tubes to use what should which should 
reduce the number of mosquitoes in a 1-acre area according to the product. Almost two months later and 
have seen no improvement whatsoever
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 Don’t work 1 After carefully following instructions it Doesn’t work ......

 Scam 1 Easy to use and completely useless! Just spent 5 minutes outside 20 days after installation, (4 tubes-1/4 
acre) my daughter and I were mosquito chum. Was so excited about this product, wish I would’ve spent $50 
on bug spray. Do not buy, total scam!!!!!!!!

 This didn’t work for our yard 1 These Do Not Work! Yes they are easy to use and there is no scent but Mosquitoes are still everywhere!

 Waste of money 1 This DOES NOT work, if anything it brought more mosquitoes to my yard!!! Waste of $$😡

 I didn't see any help with the 
mosquito problem I had

1 I didn't see any help with the mosquito problem I had

 Not worth the money they didn't 
work

1 Disappointed in this product. I had high hopes as I use 4 applications for barely a half an acre and now 
almost 4 weeks later still getting a ton of bites and see a ton of them flying around. Absolutely ridiculous. I 
wish I could get my money back.

 It did not work for me. 1 I followed the directions exactly. I have a small 1/4 acre lot in a neighborhood in Memphis TN. I put 2 tubes 
out at the opposite corners of the property. I saw no reduction in Mosquitos the first month so I put out two 
more tubes with no change the second month. I really wished I had more success like the other reviews. I will 
keep them out for another month just to see if there is any change.

 disapointed 1 did not work for us

 Doesn't Work 1 These don't work....and you can't buy chemical refills.

 Waste of money 1 Doesn't eliminate mosquitoes.... the mosquito population is still strong if not worse!

 Doesn’t Work - Waste of Money 1 Waste of money. Did absolutely nothing. Still mosquitos all over the place

 saw no difference 1 place one on each corner of our property ( we have an acre) and actually saw more mosquito's than we did 
before. can not recommend.

 Didn't work for me 1 I bought 2 -4 packs last season hung 4 as instructed, 2 months later hung 4 more .We could not see any 
difference in skeeter population ,still got ate up here in northern Fl. Hind sight being 20-20 should have 
known better....Hope y'all enjoyed my 100 bucks

 Save your money 1 DIDN'T WORK WASNT WORTH IT

 These would be great if they 
worked, but they don’t.

1 I followed the directions for filling and placing these, but the mosquitos were not phased. These things 
simply don’t work.

 Did not work 1 Did not work at all a waste of money and time in my opinion

 This product absolutely does not 
work

1 I set 4 of these up on my property which is around 0.25 acres. I live in Texas and not only does this product 
not work but my mosquito problem is worse than usual. I would definitely recommend you not waste your 
money.

 My opinion don’t waste your time 
or money on this.

1 Seen no difference in mosquito population. You can buy these in local stores for a fraction of the price.

 Not effective. 1 This item is great for killing ants, but nary a mosquito to be found in there.

 Does not work 1 These don't work- I'm covered in mosquito bites. -_-

 didn't work for me 1 I was really hoping these would help, but they didn't.

 Don't work 1 Don't work still had mosquitos

 It dont work 1 I bought the four pack it doesn't work is hasn't slow them down at all.

 Make sure your place is shady 
before buying as far as I can tell 
this doesn’t work

1 Don’t suggest this still have problems with mosquitoes

 Do not waste your money. 1 This doesn’t do anything at all. It doesn’t attract mosquitoes as it was advertised. Waste of money.

 Does NOT work! 1 Does not work AT ALL! Kids and us continue to get mosquito bites inside, outside, everywhere. Complete 
waste of money. Would like a full refund please.

 Not worth buying 1 It does not work! Just as

Many mosquito as before!

 Did not work 1 We bought a kit with 4 tubes. It didn't work. Very disappointing.

 Don't Bother! 1 Didn't make a dent in our mosquito population.

 Doesnt work. Dont waste your 
money

1 We still have tons of mosquitoes.

 Doesn’t work 1 This did NOTHING to our mosquito population. I have less than 1/8 acre and I bought 4 eradicators and 
placed them around my yard according to instructions. It’s been 30 days and they might actually be worse 
now.
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 Definitely worth the money! 1 I live right outside a forested area, the mosquitos were horrible. My grandaughter and I would be be 
bombarded every time we stepped outside. I put two of these up, we can now enjoy our backyard. They 
work great!

 Didn't work 1 I had heard good things about this product. I applied two eradicators to our .25 acre lot and noticed after 
about a month they were not working so I applied two more. Still not working.

 Do not buy, waste of money 1 This did not work at all, I do not recommend.

 Very disappointed because they 
were highly recommended!

1 We put 4 of these around our house in hopes of at least cutting the mosquitos down to half of the population. 
3 weeks and I actually think they have doubled. I was so disappointed.

 Not effective 1 Does Not work tried in several locations.

 Doesn’t appear to work in my yard 1 2 months in and it hasn’t killed a single mosquito that I can tell. No bugs at all inside any of the 3 tubes I put 
out. I did get bit twice while I was checking them...oh well.

 Possible scam alart 1 It does not work. Probably a scam like others stated. Very expensive for just sugar and salt as ingredients.

 False advertising 1 Did not work

 Dont even bother 1 Save your money and buy bug spray. Never saw a change after the first round figured I’d try again. Still no 
change. Followed all directions to a T. Just buy bug spray.

 This did not work. 1 Did not work!!

 Did not work 1 Mosquitos just flew by and laughed

 Felt taken advantage of 1 I used it as directed but the mosquitoes don't seem to have diminished ,it just seems like a rip-off to me

 Squirrels chew holes in the bottom 
and liquid drains out so does not 
work for me.

1 Never had time to test it out as hungry squirrels ate through the bottom and the liquid drained out not long 
after installation.

 Not worth the money 1 No changes in the mosquito problem

 My opinion product is useless 1 Waste of money does not work

 Didn’t work 1 Did not work

 did not work as advertised 1 I bought a 2 pack of the spartan eradicators because I started later in the season as suggested. They have 
ben up for over 4 weeks and misquitoes are as bad as ever.

 Doesn't work 1 This product doesn't work. Please do not waste your money on this item.

 Do not waste your money! 1 This product did not work for us! I hung them as instructed but to no avail. Still getting torn up like crazy!

 Still have lots of mosquitoes 1 Still have tons of mosquitoes haven’t noticed much difference.

 Horrible 1 This doesnt work.

 Waste of money 1 Did not work as advertised

 terrible product....what is the 
return policy??

1 Was not effective in eradicating mosquitos!!

 Did not work for me. 1 This product did not work at all for my home.

 Do not buy 1 Does not work at all!

 Doesn’t work at all 1 Doesn’t work...at all.

 Does not work! 1 We followed the directions carefully. We used all 4 tubes for our yard. The mosquito problem is just as bad. 
Don't waste your money.

 Didn’t work for us. 1 Maybe we did something wrong, but the mosquitos are horrible. It’s like we haven’t made any effort to get rid 
of them.

 Tried and still too many mosquitos 1 I put out 4 tubes and I really didn't see an improvement on the amount of mosquitos

 Junk 1 Doesn’t work at all

 Waste of money 1 Set these out according to product instructions and didn't catch one mosquito. Don't waste your money.

 Save your money! 1 These did nothing to help with my mosquito issue...I even sat out three of them in my very small yard....

 Didn't catch a single mosquito 1 Followed the directions and it just simply didn't work. Was hoping it would. Onto the next product I guess.

 Don’t waste your money. 1 This product did not work even a little bit for our mosquito problem.

 Disappointing 1 Did not work for my yard. I put 4 up for an area 140 feet by 60 and I still had mosquitoes and they were bad!!!

 Not worth the money. 1 It didn't not work at all.

 I highly recommend this product 1 I put all four tubes out for mosquito control and found that it helped with fly control also.

 A waste of money.! 1 We had no less mosquitos this year, with 4 eradicates up at the proper placement suggested, than the years 
before without the spartan eradicators.
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 Waste of money 1 Did not make any noticeable difference. Waste of money.

 Didn’t work 1 Didn’t work

 Did not work 1 Very disappointed! Not only didn't kill any mosquitos; didn't kill ANY bugs

 Garbage 1 Bought it as a mosquito repellent. Completely useless

 Does not work 1 Did not work at all, Mosquitos are as bad as always

 Very disappointed! 1 Didnt seem to work at all

 Waste of money. 1 Product did not perform as advertised. Total waste of time and money.

 Did not work 1 Did not work we were bitten

 Doesn’t work. 1 The product has not kept the mosquitoes away.

 Waste money 1 Waste of money. Ineffective.

 Did not work. 1 Did not work. Still had lots of mosquitoes 😟

 It made no difference, wouldn't 
buy again or recommend!!!!

1 Doesn't work!!!! Waste of $$$$$

 Total waste of money! 1 Didn’t do anything - total waste of money!

 Don't waste your money 1 Completely useless. These don't work at all.

 Doesn’t work!! 1 Doesn’t work to keep mosquitoes away😪

 Didn’t work 1 Did not like

 They don’t work 1 They didn’t work in my yard

 Doesn’t work. 1 Waste of money.

 Didn't work, very disappointed 1 Didn't work at alllllll

 No don’t 1 Used 4 on a one acre property, they did not work at all.

 Did not work 1 Did not reduce the number of mosquitoes at all.

 SPARTAN MOSQUITO 
ERADICATOR

1 Does not work even when directions are adhered to

 Didn't work 1 Still have lots of mosquitos won't buy again

 Didn’t work. 1 Read the instructions and hung it up. Didn’t work at all. Very disappointed.

 Will not buy again 1 Did not work 🙁

 Did not work at all In Western 
Montana

1 Bought two two packs and placed one tube at each of the four corners around my home in areas where 
mosquitoes are more prevalent. I say more prevalent but actually we had a wet spring with a lot of standing 
water in vernal pools. Plus I live on the river in Western Montana and have tall natural grass and shrubbery so 
"prevalent" does not begin to cover it. After a week I check each of the four tubes and in them I found a few 
ants but not a single mosquito in any of them. I just checked again after two more weeks, still no 
mosquitoes. To be blunt, these were a complete waste of my time and my money. A neighbor had 
recommended them as they had many fewer mosquitoes than I had. Turns out after I asked them to check 
their tubes, their tubes had no mosquitoes in them either. The difference between our acreage, they had 
numerous birdhouses occupied by swallows that were voracious in feeding on mosquitoes and catching 
mosquitoes to feed to their chick. I am in the process of building several, six or more, swallow bird houses as 
well as a few bat boxes all for next years crop of mosquitoes. I hope that will keep the numbers down next 
year while feeding the wildlife.

 Waste of money 1 Does not work!!!!! Waste of money!!!!!

 Do not buy this product 1 This product does not work. Waste of money.

 Total Garbage! 1 Don’t buy this garbage! I’ve had these up for a couple weeks now and not a single mosquito has been killed. 
I think this product would probably work better as a mosquito repellent...I’ll keep them around just in case I 
run out of OFF.

I’m guessing the positive reviews are from people who work for the company.

 Doesn’t work. 1 Put out 4 total in a 2500-3000 sq ft backyard. There is a slight difference, but they still swarm people at dawn 
and dusk. Within 20 ft of two different ones in front yard, there is zero difference.


Doesn’t work. Another placebo effect type of mosquito treatment. Go get citronella candles or another one of 
the non DEET options. They all do not work

 No Mosquitos 1 I live on a quarter acre lot.. not very big. But I went ahead and put together both tubes because we have a lot 
of shady spots. I've had both out for 4 days... not one mosquito. One of the tubes had some ants in it. I put 
one tube by our back door because that's where they like to hang out. They are all still there. I really don't 
think this product is worth the time or money of hte customer. I will not be purchasing it again.
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 Doesn’t work on Mosquitoes in 
Texas

1 I purchased this back in April directly from the Spartan website before Amazon carried it. I was hoping to get 
ahead of the summer season for mosquitoes. It the past I have used bug zappers, Mosquito Joe lawn fogger 
service, pellerts, patches, wristbands and personal fans. This product does not work on any of the 
mosquitoes here in Texas. Still just as many mosquitoes as in previous years.

 If their eradication video showed 
the top of their tubes...

1 It would possibly be more believable. Unfortunately, it doesn't, and their product doesn't work. I purchased a 
set last summer for our small city lot and after it didn't work, they sent another set with a map of where to 
place the product (at the corners of our property). We followed all the instructions and put them where they 
said, watching the water level. No luck, so I mentioned it on an ad on social media, and after a little back and 
forth, they sent another pack, only this time we had to measure the distances on our own and put the tubes 
in other people's yards to get the right location. We did, and there was no difference. I've observed 
mosquitoes near the tubes and they are not remotely attracted to them - they completely ignore them. It's a 
waste of time and money.

 If it sounds too good to be true, it 
probably is.

1 I didn't buy this here. I picked it up from a local hardware store, but it is the same product. It was an impulse 
buy and I feel like an idiot for wasting my money. Think about it, a mosquito is supposed to squeeze through 
that tiny hole without breaking it's wings, get close enough to that water to take a drink without falling in and 
drowning, then it's supposed to fly back out and die later. I haven't noticed the slightest decrease in 
mosquito activity after leaving these up in shaded areas for several weeks as instructed. Spend your money 
on a decent desk fan and make a diy trap using a mesh or one that blows them into water with a little dish 
soap so they drown. I'm consistently catching 20-30 every 24 hours doing that.

 Highly inconsistent outcomes - the 
roulette wheel of mosquito repellent

1 The product didn't work for us. No reduction in mosquitos noticed. I initially started to return the product 
before using because I thought my lot was too small (.25 acre in Dallas) but Spartan sent me another kit and 
included a map view of my lot with indicators on where to hang each "eradicate". I followed the preparation 
and installation instructions carefully and zero improvement.


My thought is, based on my experience and other reviews here, the effectiveness of the product is highly 
inconsistent and you should buy at your own risk.

 Complete scam 1 I thought I'd wait the recommended 15 days this product suggests for it to "eradicate" up to 95% of the 
mosquito population before leaving a review. It has now been 15 days since I purchased and followed the 
instructions carefully to install these "eradicators." Unfortunately I got the impression just a few days in, that 
this product was nothing but a scam. The only thing it will "eradicate" is your money from your wallet 
because you will be wasting it. I live in Arizona and in the summer months, we really don't need to worry too 
much about mosquitoes during the hottest hours of the day. However, early in the morning there are always 
10-20 mosquitoes hanging out by this brown patio chair they love for some reason. The Spartan eradicators 
were placed no more than 10 feet away from this chair and I never even see one mosquito near the thing. My 
random brown chair seemingly has a better hidden formula for attracting mosquitoes than the Spartan lol. 
For over 2 weeks, no mosquitoes have gone anywhere near any of the 4 eradicators I placed on my property. 
These are supposed to cover acres and I'm only trying to cover about 1000 square feet and they still have 
done nothing to reduce the mosquito population. I have the same number of mosquitoes if not more now, 
than I did when I first placed the Spartans in their locations. Save your money!

 THINK carefully before buying! Do 
you have places to hang?

1 This MIGHT work IF you have the exact proper placement areas for it. Not everyone can use it, unless you 
already have the perfect line-up of trees on your property. Or, I guess you could erect poles that have a hook 
for hanging them on, then put up large patio umbrellas over them? Ridiculous!


We do have a few shady trees in our yard, but none that happen to be in the configuration that Spartan 
instructs you to use! We honestly didn't know that the instructions would be so ... picky! What a waste of 
money for us, especially for something that is good for only 90 days.


The eradicator tubes are supposed to be hung "about six feet off the ground" no more than 180 feet apart, 
around the perimeter of your property. They should be a certain distance away from the tree trunk. To use the 
hanger they come with, the limbs you hang them on have to be a certain size. (See my note below about 
hanging.) They have to be around 90-100 feet away from where people are going to be. There are actually 
pictures on the instructions on where your trees should be in order for these to work!


I know it's hard to predict, but could you possibly get any high winds or heavy rain? If the tubes get blown to 
the ground or flooded, then they're ruined - WASTE OF MONEY! The hooks that come with them for hanging 
are not very secure. Note: you should tie a string around the loop in the hanging hook, then securely tie to 
the tree limbs.


My advice is to save your $25-$50, and make your own eradicators. The ingredients in the Spartan ones are 
sodium chloride (salt), yeast and sugar. There are recipes on line with instructions to do-it-yourself.

 Totally Ineffective in Oklahoma 1 After setting out two traps 3 weeks ago. I have zero improvement! It catches a few gnats and a few small 
flies. There were 2 or 3 mosquitos in each, but I swatted five times off of me in that amount of time. Try 
sticking a finger in your ear, and throwing salt over your shoulder with the other hand. It will be equally 
ineffective.
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 Yup, it's a scam 1 I'm a huge fan of devices that kill mosquitoes so I bought two Spartan Mosquito Eradicators and studied 
them all summer. I've concluded, as have approximately 26% of reviewers, that mosquitoes are not attracted 
to the devices and don't go inside (holes are too small). And even if they were attracted and did go inside, 
the salty sugar water within is rather unlikely to kill them. I've come to the conclusion that although similar 
devices have been constructed and deployed by knowledgeable mosquito researchers, the Spartan 
Mosquito Eradicator was designed by somebody who doesn't have a firm grasp of basic mosquito biology 
or of basic chemistry. Moreover, I've come to the conclusion that the company likely doesn't have any 
reputable, third-party evidence that the devices kill mosquitoes. They do, however, attract a lot of other 
insects (yellowjackets, flies, picnic beetles), many of which drown. One species of fly seems to be thriving in 
the fluid, however, as evidenced by larvae happily swimming around in the fluid (see photo). The company, it 
seems, has become the fastest-growing business in Mississippi merely on the basis of viral Facebook posts 
from folks who swear by them. People who believe they work (see 5-star reviews) are unknowing victims of 
confirmation bias. If you'd like my full review, Google, "spartan mosquito eradicator purrington".

 Worthless!!!! Waste of money!!! 1 I put 4 of these up in each corner of my 3/4 acre lot. The box says I only needed 2 but with the amount of 
mosquitos in south MS I figured I would go with 4. I'm just glad I bought them as a fundraiser and only 
wasted $30 instead of $50. I have more mosquito's this year than I have ever had! It's like a skeeteer 
convention outside my door. These "eradicators" haven't eridicated anything. Theyre acting like more of a 
freakin' attractant! I wouldn't recommend these to anybody.

 Don't believe the hype, they don't 
seem to work AT ALL.

1 Put 2 eradicators out on about 3/4 of an acre exactly 15 days ago, and the mosquitos are not diminished in 
the least. I rarely have any standing water anywhere on my property and treat it when I do. I was just on my 
front deck for about 10 minutes and was chewed up. There is truly something funny going on with all the 
great reviews, because these things do not work AT ALL. I really wanted to believe the hype and so hoped 
for at least some diminishment in mosquitos because I am a prisoner in my home due to the mosquito 
population where I live. Only dousing myself with Deet keeps them at bay. Hey, the eradicators are only $20 a 
pair, try them if you want, but it is a waste of your money. If you do try them and they don't work, please post 
so others won't be taken by this BS.

 Don't Waste Your Money! 1 DO NOT WASTE YOUR MONEY!! Bought these since yard was mosquito infested. I'm not talking about the 
occasional fly bye mosquito, I'm talking about hundreds. Hung four in the most populated areas on my 
property, one area where there is a pond. After 2 days, not one mosquito in any of the tubes!! Ohhh....a small 
piece of leaf was in one of them. So if 95% of mosquito population is to be eradicated in about 15 days, then 
by day 2 there should have been at least some mosquitoes in the tubes. Got my refund and will not be 
recommending this product to anyone I know. Total....CRAP!!

 Overflow and not Rodent proof 1 South Africa experience: One unit (hanging in bamboo) was attacked by rats - the bottom was chewed 
through causing the solution to leak out and the label was also gnawed off. The second unit was in a tree 
away from rodents however we had a lot of rain and the top of the unit funneled water in resulting in the 
eradicator over flowing - both units failed

 Doesn't work! 1 I know this isn't a verified review, but I bought these about a year ago, before they were on amazon, but 
100% I have used this product.


I tried this product out last year, and got absolutely NO results from them. I got 1 for me, my brother, and my 
mother. None of them worked for us... I have spoken to the owner before who is really nice, however the 
product itself didn't work at all for us at least.


Also, there are only 3 ingredients in them. Salt, sucrose, and active yeast. See all the 1 star amazon reviews 
for it? That's because they had the same experience as me and my family.


My advice to skip this product because it doesn't work and it's very expensive for the ingredients. You can 
easily test the same product by yourself. Just get some salt, sugar, and active yeast with warm water. That's 
it! Don't waste your time though, it doesn't work! I tried there product (both tubes that come in the pack), and 
then I tried to make my own using the ingredients that come in the tube, and that didn't work either!

 Waste of Money. Should sell them 
as Ant Traps

1 Totally worthless, followed instructions exactly and with 4 tubes over 2 1/2 weeks we are at zero mosquitoes! 
If they sold them as ant traps, we would have had a little success. Ants, a spider, and a few gnats. Sadly 
disappointed, waste of money. I would recommend looking for something else to help, I am.

 Not impressed 1 I purchased two boxes of two from my local farm supply store about 3 weeks ago. Filled and hung them as 
instructed on the insert. Tonight, my son and I were literally run out of our .75 acre yard by mosquitos. I know 
mosquitos are worse at dusk but I've seen no improvement at all since hanging these up.

 Utter bollocks 1 Has done absolutely bugger all to our mosquito population here in coastal Maine, i don't think our mosquitos 
know how to use it..

Have yet to see one bloody Mozzy pay it a visit. Maybe works other places, sure does nothing here.

Just bought a dynatrap and it is filling up rapidly as i write this...

It must be a min of 100ft from your 
home.

1 *****Heck no!!***** didn’t work with crap. I live in Dallas and bought two. Not worth a damn! What’s interesting 
though is an ad popped up for this product on Facebook and when I went to give a review, the CEO 
responded very syrupy as though I couldn’t read and follow directions, making sure I deployed correctly. It 
became very clear to me this product is intended for at least a quarter of an acre, and not a city lot. After 
messaging back-and-forth with the CEO and being patronized, he deleted my review/comments from his 
Facebook page and blocked me… Now that’s a real standup business!

 didnt help even one bit 1 it says on the box to put at both ends of your property upto 1 acre. i put these 30 feet apart from each other 
and got bitten all summer long right in between them. they made absolutely zero difference. i have to imagine 
all 5 star reviews here are false.
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 Didn't work 1 I think many people just really want these to work and convinced themselves that they actually accomplish 
something. I followed the instructions perfectly. They didn't seem to attract mosquitoes at all and regular 
inspections of the water resulted on zero dead mosquitoes.

 Worthess waste of money 1 I bought a case of eight. put six out around our house. 2 months later, ZERO effect. We still get tons of 
mosquitos. I wasted $200.00 on this scam product. DO NOT RECOMMEND!

 Doesn’t work 1 Didn’t work at all. Immediately set up 2 before mosquitos hatched and 3 weeks later the mosquitos are out 
full force all hours of the day. These supposed eradicators didn’t do anything.

 Waste of money 1 I live in Ohio and I am outside most of the time in my yard and on my porch. Mosquitos are bad where I live 
and I bought this product hoping to kill these creatures from hell. I followed the directions and nothing. They 
were still abundant and we still had to spray ourselves. I don't write reviews because I don't want to waste 
my time but I hate mosquitos and I am always looking for something to kill them and I was disappointed in 
this product.

 It does not work 1 I bought two of these...when I opened it to refill to water line, no mosquitos in it. This thing didn’t attract one 
single mosquito. Disappointing to say the least.

 Worked Great for Three Weeks 
Then.......

1 Worked great for three weeks. We could for the first time sit out on our deck without mosquitos!! After that it 
became less and less effective until after five weeks it is no longer effective. Mosquitos are now as bad as 
ever!!! I would not recommend this product.

 Does NOT work 1 We carefully followed directions and not one mosquito entered the canister. All we caught were a bunch of 
ants. Big waste of money.

 Useless 1 I followed the directions. The traps didn’t catch a single mosquito. This is a waste of time and money.

 Bad company, bad product. 1 Not only did the product not work at all, but through corresponding by email with Spartan, I was told they 
would help us "get mosquito free at their expense" and if that didn't work, we would get a refund. I 
responded, "Sure, let's try that." No one ever replied. I can't get a response. It has been three weeks since 
their offer.

 Don’t buy 1 Bought 2 of them about 3 months ago

To help with mosquitos and no seems and to this day has not caught 1 insect of any kind. In fact the stuff 
they give you to put in it has molded. Not worth any money, don’t waste your money.

 Waste of money 1 Bought these at a local retailer and they do nothing for me. Even at my parents house which is always 
swarmed, there were no mosquitos in the trap after 2 weeks.

 No good. 1 Used as directed in my backyard. I use yeast for cooking so I know how to activate it. I placed them exactly 
where told and repeatedly checked the water level. I have had 2 hanging up in my backyard which is under 
and acre for about 4 weeks. I have swarms of mosquitos. Would have loved for the product to work but it did 
not.

 Worthless as tits on a boar. 1 These simply do not work. Just another wives tale based on fiction not fact.

 Complete and utter waste of 
money

1 It does not work!

 Simply does not work. 1 NC has some nasty mosquitoes, but this product just simply did not work. Caught lots of ants, did not catch 
a single mosquito, even though they are everywhere.

 Does not work 1 I have swarms of mosquitos and not one lands on these tubes. It doesn’t work

 Wanted this to work but.... 1 2 deployed in Central Texas 1/4 acre lot for 3 weeks. No change. Bitten every time I walk outside. I wanted to 
much for this to work! I looked inside today, mold layer forming on top of the water. Read here than one 
ingredient is yeast, so yeast, sugar, warm water, hot temperature...mold. Is this mold supposed to bring 
mosquitoes? I wish!

 Does not work in Hattiesburg, MS! 1 Just a coincidence, but we had more mosquitoes AFTER hanging them around our property. This product 
was absolutely useless. I can't believe the glowing reviews. Don't waste your money.

 Help with these mosquitoes 1 I bought 4 of these and bing them all over my property and the 1st 3 days it was a miracle not 1 mosquito 
now day 4 I am noticing them again not as bad but there are some more out here. Did I do something 
wrong? Are there just so many here in Houston that these tubes can’t keep up with them? Please help

 Did not work don't buy this! 1 I bought 3 of these SPARTAN MOSQUITO ERADICATORs, my home is in Va. lots of Mosquitos 1/4 acre of 
property, witch 3 should have been overkill, the only thing in them after 3 months starting in June is ants and 
nats, still can't go out in the yard without getting bit...

 Absolute garbage 1 This is complete snake oil. I have tried these for two summers and they haven’t even put a dent into our 
mosquito population. I think they might actually make the population worse

 not happy at all 1 followed the directions and the mosquitos are out doing what they do best. full of bites. what a waste of 
money. Save your money and do not buy it doesnt do anything.

 Don't waste your money! 1 I was very excited when I saw this in my local Rural King so I read the instructions very carefully and did 
exactly as I was instructed, I placed four units in my yard 30 days ago and the mosquitoes are still terrible it 
did not work at all for me!

 Scam 1 Product is an absolute scam and the company is engaged in false advertisement.
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24 dollars for salted donut 
ingredients

1 Active ingredient: sodium chloride . Inert: sucrose and yeast. Really? Hahahaha. Sent it back.

 Didn't Work 1 Used these as described and saw no change in mosquitoes for 90 days. Bought the sprayable yard spray 
from OFF and no more mosquitoes. I WOULD NEVER BUY THIS AGAIN.

 Did not work for us! 1 After the initial 15 days, we did not notice any change in the mosquito population.

 Doesnt work 1 Like the others said, saw a bunch of other bugs. But mosquitos are now biting like crazy. Waste of money.

 Scam 1 This is a scam!! I setup 4 and did nothing in under an acre,did nothing mosquitoes everywhere!

 Worthless 1 This product did absolutely nothing to reduce mosquitos in our FL yard.

 Worthless 1 I installed two tubes per instructions at the start of the season. I've never seen a mosquito near the tubes. 
Meanwhile we're still getting swarmed by biting mosquitoes.

 terrible 1 no good!

 Did not work in Texas! 1 This product did not affect the numbers, at all. I got chewed up again, tonight. Waste of money.

 Catching Ants... 1 Have had them up for a week. So far have only caught ants... does not appear to be helping.

 Little or no help ... 1 I was hoping the product lived up to its claim and advertisement ...... i’ve had the product about two months 
and haven’t seen any signs of performance of the product ......The mosquitoes in and around my house or 
just as bad as before I installed The mosquito exterminator.... very disappointed ..... I was telling my neighbor 
about the product and he too ordered the mosquito Terminator ..... as of yesterday he also was just pleased 
with the performance

 Does not work in the southeast US 1 I bought this big pack for my family as we all live on the same road. Each house had 2-4 deployed. I thought 
we had a nice barrier set up against the woods! But the mosquito problem didn't improve AT ALL! We do not 
have any standing water or anything so I figured this would do it. But sadly it didn't, and now all the 
containers have been used so no returns. Lesson learned I guess. Just beware buying this if you are in the 
southeast because it doesn't seem to work on these pesky Alabama mosquitos!

 Snake oil 1 Snake oil. Very disappointed. Followed instructions meticulously. Early placement with err on side of 3 vs 2 
per acre. Replaced a month early because was getting bitten. Still have 6 left if anyone is feeling foolish 
enough to lowball me an offer. Don't be stupid. I was.

 Not as advertised 1 I bought a large quantity hoping for effectiveness. After several weeks I can not tell any difference in 
mosquito quantity in my back yard.

 Disappointed. 1 Although friends praise this product, it has not performed for us. I put 4 out a month ago, and added 2 more 
a week ago (6 out right now)to control less than one acre. Mosquitoes seem unfazed.

Expensive test for me.

 Who knows??? Refills are a 
MUST!!!

1 I have deployed 16 tubes placed as recommended around our cottages. I am now at 90 days and have not 
experienced positive results that I can tell. Would like to renew the system, but WILL NOT dispose of all the 
plastic just to get 16 more. I contacted the manufacturer and they gave me no commitment to refills. I'm 
waiting for someone to post the solution on YouTube! Not the best solution, but the only responsible one.

 These do not work! 1 These do not work! Save your money. It might have kept a couple mosquitos away but you cannot tell a 
difference. The mosquitos are bad and biting and these do not stop them at all. Save your money.

 Not good if you live in a heavily 
wooded area.

1 Was a waste of money. Probably good for someone who lives in a city. But not country life.

 Don’t waste your money 1 Made zero difference in the mosquito population.

 Ineffective!!! 1 I purchased this product for mosquito control around my home. I have yet to notice a mosquito decrease in 
almost a month of use. Not worth the money.

 Does not work in Texas 1 Followed Directions, put out 14 of these around outside perimeter of my two acres, every 90 feet. (Directions 
is no more than 180 ft apart, so I put out twice as much as required) 1 week - no difference, 2 weeks -no 
difference, 3 weeks - no difference. Checked to make sure they still had plenty of water, all of them are more 
than half full still. 4 weeks- no difference, 5 weeks - no difference. Average Temp 75 at night, 95 during the 
day. 6 weeks - no difference, 7 - weeks, no difference. (No difference is getting at least 5 bites if I go outside 
for more than an hour, with no repellent. Outside was the center of my property.) Was really excited about 
this product, but it failed miserably.

 Not effective at all 1 I bought this in store and put 2 up in my backyard 40’x20’. Didn’t help even one but. Absolute waste of 
money

 THIS IS A SCAM!!! 1 THIS IS A SCAM! It doesn’t work at all. I bought some just to see, and the “active ingredient “ is salt. Salt 
doesn’t kill mosquitoes. I asked an entomologist and they though it was a joke.

 Good product, but squirrels love it 
and ruin them

2 We live in a rural area on an acre next to a 500 acre hay farm. The mosquito's were thick and vicious. A friend 
from Mississippi who lives in a similar area told me about this and said they worked well for him. We bought 
a 4 pack, and they did work, along with spraying - a double barrel approach. But...within two weeks squirrels 
had gnawed through the bottom of all four units. I bought four more, and within a week two were destroyed. 
I've sprayed the other two with WD-40, hoping they would be too slippery to grab. They are attracted to 
something, but they always know at the bottom on the orange colored area. Anyway, I hope these two will 
last. If not, I won't buy them again, which is too bad since I believe they worked well.
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 Don't seem to be effective 2 I really wanted to believe that these would work. I have friends who have used them and swore they were 
effective. But they don't seem to work for me, nor for a family member of mine who lives near by who is 
trying them at my recommendation. The packaging says, "up to a 95% reduction of mosquitos." I can't help 
but wonder how would you even know if you had 95% less mosquitos? And if it is effective "up to" 95%, 
how would one define effectiveness? A 50% reduction? A 20% reduction? How about a 10% reduction? 
When I check the traps from time to time, I do find some dead mosquitos inside. But when we are outside 
we seem to experience mosquito bites just as often as in the past. Another issue I have faced is that when 
we get rain, the traps fill up over the fill line (there are small holes in the lid on top where the mosquitos are 
lured in to their demise), and thus this probably defeats the product's efficacy. Perhaps if one could hang the 
trap under a covering of some type so they wouldn't fill with rain water they might work better? Bottom line: I 
really wanted for this product to be effective, but it isn't. Disappointing.

 Waste 2 I read instructions carefully and hung them in 2 different trees at the edge of my property, far from areas we 
hang out in. 5 weeks later and one tube has 1 fly in it. The other one has several flies. No mosquitos at all 
that I can see.

Using 4 of these for over a month 
with little to no results

2 I really wish these worked for me, but unfortunately they haven’t. On May 11th, I put up 4 since mosquito 
season had already started - I live in North Texas. My yard is big but I don’t think it is over an acre and I 
placed them as best as I could per the instructions. We have had tons of rain and that hasn’t helped at all 
with the bug population. I can’t say they haven’t worked at all... maybe the mosquitoes would be even 
worse. But I do know that I’m constantly being bit every time I’m outside. Last year the mosquitoes kept me 
indoors and I really hoped that wouldn’t be the case this year. I wish they worked as well for me as they have 
others - I’d love to be able to give this product a 5 star review.

 Doesn't seem to work 2 I have been fogging and spraying for mosquitoes since May. In June, I bought this product. I mixed as 
directed, and hung one about 40 feet directly in front of my porch, about 6-7 feet off the ground from a tree 
limb. I hung a second from a tree limb about 30 feet to the side of my porch. It has been about 4 weeks, and 
the mosquitoes were back in force this week. I had to fog and spray again. We only had about two weeks of 
no mosquitoes, and I imagine that was from fogging and spraying. I would not recommend spending money 
on this. Get a fogger and some Cutter yard spray.

 I think these only works in large 
yards

2 Essentially, all these have are yeast, sugar, salt and water. I believe it attracts and keeps mosquitoes at the 
far corners of your yard using the CO2 produced by the yeast until they starve and die. I have a small yard 
(1/5th acre) so I'm never far enough away from the traps and mosquitoes are attracted by my own CO2. 
Made worse because some of my yard work is around the perimeter of the yard where the traps are. So for 
my yard, these fail. They might have been useful if I'd taken an early two week vacation since I wouldn't have 
been around to provide my blood until they starved.

 Don't appear to work very well. 2 I haven't really noticed a decrease in my mosquito population and I have 1 in each corner of the area I am 
trying to control which is probably only about an acre. Also, we had a pretty nasty storm shortly after hanging 
them and one was blown out of the tree and the contents poured out onto the ground by the time I found it. 
There are some mosquitoes in the remaining containers but more miscellaneous bugs than anything.

 I gave it two stars because I think 
it can work but not so well in 
Northern Utah

2 When I bought this I read so many reviews all over the place and I did know that a lot of mosquito items like 
this one don't always work in all places. Mosquitos vary widely from what I read. So I gave it two stars 
because it did not work really. I put up 8 of them surrounding our 2 acre yard and could not see a difference. 
Then I got really curious and put cameras out that watched the tops of the canisters. After reviewing 
waaaayy too much video footage I concluded that it did attract them to the area but not one mosquito went 
inside it. This is probably a good product for certain places with a different type of mosquito but did not do 
much in Utah.

Stopped working after 2 weeks 2 These seemed to work well for about 2 weeks, then the mosquitoes came right back as if they had never left. 
I have a small yard (1/5 of an acre), and I put all 4 tubes out. Followed the directions exactly. The water level 
never went outside the fill lines, and I live in Alabama, so the temperature should have been plenty warm 
enough. Very disappointing to see my kids covered in mosquito bites despite these things.

 Not working 2 I bought these last year from some where else and they worked so well I got more this year. They just are not 
working as good. We can’t sit out on the porch With out getting bitten.

 no noticeable difference 2 Maybe they work? I didn't notice much of a difference. I put out 2 on opposite corners of my fairly small 
urban plot (it's like 50x150 or something). I'd still get swarmed getting the lawn mower out in the back yard.

My wife finally folded and paid pest control to spray. Seems a little better but still kind bad in the back of the 
back yard near where one of these was hung.

 Didn’t work for mosquitos 2 Easy to use and drastically reduced the amount of gnats and ants, but the reason for the purchase was to 
get rid of the mosquitoes… Which this did not do. After two weeks I checked and counted exactly 2 
mosquitoes mixed with the hundred gnats. Would not buy again.

 Bummer. Doesn’t work. 2 Well I read great reviews about this and living in Texas thought heck yeah. I have a very small yard. So I 
bought one pack of four that said would cover I believe an acre. I don’t think my whole property is An acre. 
Does not work. I refill as direct with water when i see the levels are low. ( I check twice a week when I go 
clean our pool). I wouldn’t recommend.

 Not what I expected 2 I bought this Mosquito Eradicator because it says" easy to use"...well I followed all the directions and even 
used 2 even tho my backyard is not even close to an acre but we have a lot of trees & plants behind us. The 
very next day I went outside I was bitten up!! I couldn't believe it! I put one in the garage too...I was not 
happy....
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 Did not get rid of mosquitoes 2 I used two like it said if I started the treatment after I already had mosquitoes. I did the two and I still have so 
many mosquitoes. I did order two packs. It says on your email here if I started late I should use both packs 
so I will now have four and will see if that works. When I first put them up May 27 2019 I had like maybe 2 
mosquitoes on me but now June 27th 2019 there are dozens on me. Right now I would say they don't work. I 
am hoping that when I put out the other two and have four hanging out there that they work.

 Used it this year - but.... 2 I put these out as directed early this year. changed them out once recently. But honestly, the mosquitos are 
just as bad as they always have been, I am not sure if they really work. When I check them for water level, I 
have only seen a few ants ion them. I had high hopes for these, but not sure if they work, I certainly still have 
plenty of mosquitos...

 Squirrels are not your friend 2 I had a similar incident to one of the other reviewers in that a squirrel knocked one of my tubes out of the 
tree, and the other tube was chewed on the bottom and drained. I wish Spartan had a solution to that. I do 
feel that I was getting a reduction of mosquitos here in Texas, but if they can't be hung for more than 2-3 
weeks, the benefit is barely negligible. I'll make sure next time that I hang them where squirrels can't sit 
under them and chew or shake them till they fall. I guess the solution was tasty.


Hey Spartan, could I get those 2 replaced?

 Used to work! 2 First used these last year when we lived in Texas and they worked awesome! We now live in Louisiana and 
bought 4 more eradicators and hung them all just as I did the prior year and they havent worked AT ALL!

 Has not been effective 2 We followed exact instruments and we doubled the amount of eradicator tubes for the square footage. After 
4-weeks we have had no less mosquitos, and feel this product is not effective

 Can't tell if these do anything 2 I mean, we followed all the directions. ALL the directions. And we still have mosquitos in the one small area 
we need them to not be. I guess that means it doesn't work.

 Great customer service... 2 Even with amazing customer service this product didn’t work for us or our neighbors at all. If anything the 
mosquitoes were worse. We spoke to the owner and he sent out more and told us where to hang each one. 
We did everything that he told us to and didn’t see a change at all. We stayed inside a lot due to so many 
mosquitoes.

 Who knows... wish I hadn’t wasted 
my money!

2 First rain they were ruined and done... don’t waste your money... up until that time- I THINK they worked, but 
hard to tell.

The design is truly pitiful when they are to be left outside, but then it rains overnite and they are ruined...

 Didn't work this year 2 Worked last year (2019). Mosquitoes were literally non-existent after hanging 2 bottles. I was excited to 
reorder this product and put 2 of them out at the beginning of the season (March). They've been outside for 
1.5 months now and I got destroyed the other night. They were casually flying around and I could feel them 
hitting my legs left and right. I now have multiple bites all over, and it led me to reporting back and leaving 
this review because I'm extremely disappointed.

 I did not see any results 2 This product can be fine if you live in the woods and you put it all around your perimeter, but we live 
downtown and it did not really decrease any population around as mosquitoes keep coming from 
everywhere

 Still waiting 2 Its been 5 days with this thing on, still lots of mosquitoes in my house. Soooooooo urge for the 15 days to go 
pass and hope have no mosquitoes at all!

Season? more like 3 weeks 2 Its 5 weeks later, and we're back to being drilled. The "Need 75-90 feet from people" part is hard in the city.

 This products has not worked for 
me

2 I have had 2 sticks of this product in my back yard for 3 weeks and have not noticed any decrease of 
mosquitoes and dont even see any in or around this product.

 Doesn’t work well 2 Not effective on my 1/3 acre lot. Other people swear by this product but it’s not working well for us. 
Disappointed.

 Eh.... Not so great 2 I live in Spring, Texas. Our lot size is approximately 7000 square feet in a neighborhood. I used all 4 tunes at 
the start. The mosquito population seemed to drop at first within the first 2 weeks but quickly came back. I 
don't feel like the product works as advertised.

 Not worth the money 2 Not worth the money. We still have many many mosquitoes- didnt see a change at all.

 Not seeing a difference 2 I followed the instructions and am still getting eaten alive outside by mosquitoes. Very disappointed these 
didn't work.

 Haven't notice anything different 2 The product is easy to use but as far as noticing a drop in mosquitoes I have yet to see anything. I figured it 
was worth a try so I tried no luck. Will not buy again or recommend to anyone.

 Fell and spilled first time 2 It's just a cardboard tube and plastic hanger. No evidence it worked all that well.

 Didn't seem to work 2 I was hopeful these would work. I like to be outside during warm months most of the time. If this helped we 
still had a lot of mosquitoes. Next year I will try something new.

 I had high hopes 2 This product just simply hasn’t worked for me. I put out two tubes(recommended application is 2 tubes/acre), 
and have made sure that the water stayed at the recommended level and it has seemed to make zero dent in 
the mosquito population. On the instructions it says it may take up to 15 days for it to take effect (they were 
put out before the mosquito population was established), and they’ve been out for over a month now. I gave 
it two stars because the mosquito population has been probably at probably the highest levels I’ve seen in a 
long time in Arkansas, and everyone I know is having trouble with them, but you would think that it would 
have at least knocked them back some. I know a few people who say they’ve had good luck with them, but 
maybe I’m just unlucky.
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 worked well for about a week 2 The product worked well for one week. Then the mosquitoes were back.

 No difference for me. 2 Bought the one acre kit, no change on my half acre in central Ohio.


Waited 4 weeks to review just in case it was slow to work..

 It did not protect me and it killed 
lots of bees.

2 Mosquitoes still got me when I was outside.

It had so many bees in it. Did it want to kill bees.

 Suburban = acreage 2 BEWARE: requires 90’ from where people are outside - that’s more than 8 stories for you who are ‘suburban’.

 Couldn’t tell it did anything 2 Just another gimmick. I didn’t notice any reduction in the mosquito population. I followed the directions to a 
tee.

we deployed 8 in 1/3 of an acre 2 For 1 week we saw a decline.. the rest of the summer was torment

 I doubt it ... 2 Are u kiddin me? The ingredients in this suppose to kill mosquitos ?! I doubt it , and i still have mosquitos in 
my yard....

 Doesn’t keep away mosquitoes 2 We didn’t have mosquitoes for a few days. I’m afraid I thought we didn’t have mosquitoes because of the 
tubes. I ended up spraying my yard about two weeks later with a different product. I followed the instructions 
to a tee and and it just didn’t work.

 Ruined by rain 2 I invested a lot of money, only to have them destroyed by a large rain.

 Expected more 2 Didn’t work, had to have yard treated professionally

 Didnt work for us 2 Didnt find it helped

 Could have been better 2 It works really good for about the first 2 weeks and now the mosquitoes are as bad as they ever were. So for 
my $50 I don't think I got my money's worth

 Don’t waste your money. 2 Did not work for us.

 Did not work for me 2 This didn’t work as well as I had anticipated. If you’re prone to being bitten it’s not going to help you out 
sadly.

 Didn’t work for me 2 After almost two months there is no change in the mosquito population. My backyard is a little more than 1/2 
acre and I used two sticks and placed 6 ft above ground.

 Too much for me. 2 Didn’t really see it being effective..too distracted by the extremely strong scent. I have a tiny patio so maybe 
this is more suited for a large backyard area.

 Had high hopes 2 Very minor changes in the amount of mosquitoes around the house.

 Doesn't seem to work 2 We have 5 hanging around our yard and still have lots of mosquitoes.

 Doesn’t work in Central Texas 2 Maybe I put it up too late in spring but this didn’t work in Central Texas.

 It’s function is questionable!!! 2 Doesn’t seem to attract mosquitos.

 Don’t waste your money 2 Nothing changed - mosquitoes bite if out for 5 minutes/. It is a joke

 Easy to use! 2 These haven't made a dent in these skeeters, but it's been a wet few months

 Didn't work 2 Didn't work

 No good 2 Don't work at all

 If your state bird is the mosquito, 
you will still have SOME mosquitos.

2 I hung up double the amount I needed. Could tell a small difference. But I live in Arkansas. The mosquito is 
our state bird

 Not getting the results I expected 2 I placed it in front and in my back yard and there are still mosquitos

 Ineffective 2 Didn't repel all mosquitos- only some

 Review 2 I do not see any reduction in Mosquito population.

 Didn't work for us. 2 It didn't work.

 bad product 2 does not work

 Not good results 2 Didn't feel it worked well!

 Parts missing 2 PARTS MISSING

 Didn't work for us either. 2 Like others have said, these didn't work for us. Put them out as instructions indicated. Have been out for 
over 30 days. There could have been a slight reduction in the amount of it could just be a mild mosquito 
season. Either way, we are still getting bit a lot. Disapointed. Won't purchase again.

 Can refill for next year. 2 Not sure they helped in our area

 Does not work! 2 Does not work! Save your money and fog yard every 3 weeks.

 I’ll use them again next year. 3 I’m still up in the air about these. I think I’ll try them again next year and try to get them out early. I didn’t get 
them out this year until after mosquito season was in full swing and didn’t get much for results. However 
customer service is very good and helped a lot. In the end I added more to my property and saw a decline in 
activity, but it was getting later in the summer.
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 An expensive lesson and a waste 
of fifty dollars

3 UPDATED: The seller contacted me about "making things right". After responding back to them 4-5 times 
over a few weeks, we've finally been in contact and they've sent me replacements to try out. Changing my 
review to 3 stars... in case the new ones work.


I've had these out for almost two months and have checked the water/sugar/salt fluid levels each week. I 
have just as many mosquito bites as I did three months ago.


Are there less or more mosquitoes than there would be without Spartan? I don't know. I do know there are 
plenty of mosquitoes that are still here - about the same as most summers. Since I can't be 100% sure that 
Spartan did not do ANYTHING, I'll give 2 stars.


If you are going to charge SO MUCH MONEY for a plastic tube of sugar & salt, it had better work well. If I 
would have been scammed for $10, I wouldn't mind so much, but for this price...

 Good but there are better options 3 Overall, I think this product did a ok job last year of helping with Mosquitos. To be honest, the reason why I'm 
giving this product a 3 star is the price. This is basically a small amount of the powder in a plastic tube. They 
could sell this powder separately for a lot cheaper and then just sell the tubes. I'm not going to drop $200+ 
every year just to buy a product that doesn't FULLY get the mosquitos away. Paying someone to come in 
and spray and it actually keeping them away is a much better investment. I do want to say, this product 
DOES work but not good enough in my opinion to warrant the price.

 Not sure how effective they are. 3 I put 4 of these in my yard ( 3/4 acre) late into the season so this may be the reason I didn't see much of a 
drop off in mosquitoes. We've also had a good amount of rain for the last two months. I will put more out 
next year much earlier. Hopefully I will see better results then.

Worked great in the beginning, for 
about 2 weeks

3 We live in a waterfront community surrounded by wetlands on all sides. I was so impressed with the 
Mosquito Eradicator for the first two weeks I was ready to shout it out to my whole community. Mosquitoes 
are like vultures down here. I couldn't believe the difference. I could actually stay in my yard after dusk. This 
lasted about 2 weeks. Now it's once again like Death Valley. I've checked the water levels and only had to 
add water to one. I can't stay outside in the evening any more. I wish I could order refills of just the powder.

 Well.. It is catching gnats 3 So I am assuming that the mosquitos crawl in through the tiny holes on the top of this cylinder, attracted by 
the ingredients inside, then they drown. I don't think they drink it and then fly away but if anyone else has 
insight, feel free to weigh in.

So today is day 6 and I took one off a tree branch and took a peek inside. I caught about 100 tiny gnats and 
a fly or two. Didn't see mosquitos but maybe those little A holes drank the brew and stumbled to their death 
outside of the cylinder.

- A hopeful dreamer

 Not sure it’s going to work in 
stormy TX weather

3 Received the item a day early. Easy to mix. No scent. Clear directions re: placement. The night after 
placement, a storm came in and blew down one tube. Now I need to replace it. I think I will secure the hooks 
with electrical ties in the future. With more wind and rain (which can overfill the tube, causing it to need to be 
replaced) I’m not sure this is workable for my area. Haven’t really had sufficient time to determine the 
effectiveness of the product. I’m continuing to be hopeful. Will update as to effectiveness.

 Was promising, then stopped 
working

3 I bought these early on and set them up before breeding season for mosquitoes as recommended. I doubled 
the amounts needed to play it safe. First 4 weeks not a bite or mosquito to be seen. Shortly after, 
mosquitoes began pestering again. After 8 weeks I replaced the traps with 4 times the amount needed to get 
the job done with no success. I don't honestly know if these stopped being effective or the extreme rainy 
season of the Spring was just too much to contend with.

 Lid unscrews in windy areas 3 We attached the container to tree limbs close to the trunk, as instructed. With the Oklahoma wind, the 
containers became unscrewed and fell. We contacted the seller who question how we attached product, we 
responded but did not hear back. We built our own house and are pretty savvy about putting things together 
and such. I would consider this a design flaw (not considering extremely windy locations). I would have 
thought the seller would offer to replace and hope we would try again, we have not heard from them again. I 
gave 3 stars because the 2 ( purchased 4) still usable may prove to be affective.

 Wait and see 3 Product very easy to use but since I just hung outside as directed I need to wait to determine if its working. 
Mosquitos have started minimally if it stays low in areas I know I had problems with in past years I can say 
YES it is working. I gave some to my daughter who has real issues with mosquitos in her back yard if she 
also says it has helped I will go back and give 5 stars

 Not sure it worked or not 3 We put two of the tubes up in different sections of our rather large yard. I'm still not sure these things 
worked. The mosquitoes were fierce this summer, and more than plentiful with several different types. Now 
that August is here, they have sort of disappeared, and I'm not sure if it's because of a short heatwave we 
had, or the tubes worked. So what can I say?

 Still waiting on final opinion 3 I hung up the devices as instructed. Something is reducing the liquid in the tube. Some of them got no 
activity so I moved them around. I am not sure at this point how good a job they do but it seems to me the 
mosquitoes are greatly reduced in my yard. I am a mosquito magnet for some reason and there seem be less 
of them. I will follow up in a month or so with another review.

 Be careful on placement 3 I really felt like these we're helping out. I love in Arkansas and we get a lot of mosquitos. My problem is that a 
moderate strength storn was enough to knock these off the trees and there goes that precious liquid that's 
repelling the bugs. Be sure to use the metal loops instead of the standard plastic partially open hooks

 This works, but not as much as I 
wanted.

3 We put these in our backyard. It says to put 4 per acre. We put 4 per roughly 3/4 acre. We definitely still have 
mosquitoes, but not as many as before. Maybe we just need more but we followed the directions. idk
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 Results may vary 3 A little disappointed. I heard great things about this product from my neighbors. Once it kicked in, I noticed a 
huge difference in the mosquitoes and was thrilled that it appeared to be working. Unfortunately, it only 
lasted for about 10 days and not the 90 days advertised.

 Maybe they are working? 3 Have had these up on our 7000 sqft yard in Maine since the end of May. They might be helping reduce the 
population, but to be honest I can't really tell. Standing in the backyard at dusk is inviting the flying hordes to 
descend and feast.

 I wasn't bowled over 3 It is really hard to know if these are effective. I have a half acre yard. We continue to be attacked by 
mosquitoes even though I hung 8 of the kits. What we dont know is whether it would be much worse without 
them.

 Worked last year-not this year 3 2nd time to order these and first time they worked. Def saw a huge decrease in mosquito activity. This time, 
no change in activity and we followed all directions. Maybe a bad batch - bought 2- not sure if I would order 
again based on this last time.

 I would say they help. Not 
eliminate.

3 Bought these last year. They seem to help a bit. Trying them again this year. This time they came with the 
cheap plastic hooks. Glad I saved the meatl ones from last year. They should sell refill packs to help save the 
planet of plastic waste

 Not Effective 3 Sadly, the Mosquito Eradicator did not work in my small yard. Perhaps I addressed the problem too late in 
the season, as the directions point out it is best to be proactive. However, it still should have worked, it is 
said.

 Not sure if effective, yet... 3 I placed one in opposite corners of my yard. I don't have any trees, so I placed one on the fence in a corner 
and one on the opposite fence corner. There are lots of mosquitos in my yard, but so far NONE are seen 
even close to the traps, and one trap has ants inside of it! I sure hope it kills the ants....Will have to wait a few 
weeks to see if the mosquito population dies down.

 Decent alternative 3 These did work. So this year came up with a plan cuz they kept falling and wasting. Dark bucket with gal of 
water poured a whiskey shot of spinoside with a paint stick sprayed with bifenthrin. 3 inch holes in top. Two 
of em. WORKS!!!!!

 Not doing what I expected 3 Bought 3 and put up in various location in the yard. Check periodically, and so far haven't found too many 
skeeters captured. For the price I expected them to work better.

 Great stuff! 3 For years I have struggled with mosquitoes in my yard. After the first two weeks of use, I never had any 
problems with mosquitoes. Just follow the instructions and maintain the water levels and you are good to go!

 Works ok 3 I’m bought these because the reviews are so great. I live in a wooded neighborhood with tons of mosquitoes. 
I put two up on opposing corners of my .5 acre lot, it seems like I’m not getting bit as much but still some.

 Needs a better design to hang 
them

3 This product needs a better design to hang the traps. I placed four of them around the yard and the squirrels 
got into three of them and broke the hanging mechanism allowing the traps to spill and be knocked to the 
ground.

 Meh. 3 Gave them a try. I’m not sure they are really working but I’m not sure they’re not either. Still have mosquitos 
maybe not quite as many as I would have. Hard to say.

 attachment came off 3 I hung up both tubes as I was supposed to. After 3 weeks, one tube fell off, the attachment came off and the 
tube was laying in the grass, all the water was gone. I had to use a new tube, so I waisted one tube because 
of the defect.

Says 3 months....not so much 3 I don't know if it its just because I live in West Texas or what, but it seemed to work really well for about 3 
weeks.

 Not sure if work cause I pit them 
out late in the year.

3 Put them out later in the year so not really sure if they worked or not. Still got bit.

 Still waiting to kill mosquitoes with 
it.

3 Not collecting very many mosquitoes, but lots of large black ants.

 These do not apparently work that 
well

3 My terrace area is ca. 30'x30' I placed two of these in the terrace and the mosquitoes are still abundant and 
hungry.

 NOT SURE 3 It may have been late in the season to get these, it seemed like it maybe helped a little. You have to keep 
them filled with warm water, so not a set & forget thing. Ours also filled up with Ants. We will try the local 
spray guy next year, it is $10.00 cheaper & neighbors with little kids said it worked well.

 seems to help 3 not an end all, be all, but an aid to reducing mosquitos from your yard.

 Couldn't tell a difference when 
using

3 Couldn't really tell a difference when using

 Good, Not Great 3 We have/had clouds and clouds of mosquitoes in our yard with being in the woods and have a pond. We 
used double the recommended amount of tubes and i would say it eliminated 75% of the mosquitoes. I 
would say the product is good but not great.

 Still have allot of mosquitos 3 Used twice as many recommend and still have quite a few mosquitos

 It’s OK 3 It worked a little -

But not as expected
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Probably 30% effective. 3 Was not impressed. Not much of a noticeable difference in amount of mosquitoes. It does kill them though. 
Followed instructions.

 Mosquitoes at bay.. 3 I have not had the product in use long enough to submit a comment on it's effectiveness. My initial 
impression is that it is working but putting it up late in the season it may not be as effective. I will try it again 
next spring..

 Just ok 3 I think it may have cut down on the mosquitoes but it’s hard to tell for sure.

 Undecided 3 Questionable effectiveness but it may be my home

 Not that great 3 Still have bugs after one week and we have a small yard

 Disappointing 3 The product is easy to activate and set up but it doesn’t work well. The mosquito population was slightly 
decreased in my backyard. The commercial abatement spays worked much better

 Slight improvement 3 Still had mosquitoes at an unacceptable level but there was some improvement! Still needed Deet. 
Neighbors have a $90 per month service, don't think they are coming from the neighbors yard!

 Do they work? 3 Easy to install. Hard to know how effective they are. Put two in back yard and still have many mosquitoes. 
Would the mosquito population have been even worse without them? Can't tell.

 Didn't Seem to Work 3 These are a good concept, but they didn't help at all with out mosquito problem.

 It Works 3 It seems my second "batch" did not work as well or another strain of mosquito moved in. My city sprays 
frequently and even with Spartan we still had mosquitos.

 It didn’t work for me. 3 Eh, they didn’t really work for us, but other people I know love them.

 Black Cap come off 3 I hung my 4 and about 3 days later, I noticed it was on the ground and all the liquid had poured out, the black 
cap came off and it fell to the ground. Is there any way to maybe get a replacement since these are not 
cheap. The black caps need to be more securely made.

 But don’t eradicate the mosquitos 
like it says

3 Came fast price excelente enough amount of product

 Valiant attempt 3 I have not seen any reduction in the mosquitoes on my 1/2 acre lot using all 4 of the tubes. I have contracted 
to have my property fogged for less than I spent on these. I was so hopeful :(

 On the fence 3 I'm on the fence about this one, I've had 4 of them out for about 3 weeks and while it seems there are fewer 
Mosquito's they still run us off the patio at dusk. I had hoped to see a more drastic improvement by now.

 Not a miracle fix 3 I am still getting bit - but we have had a lot of rain this spring, and mosquitoes love me.

 dissappointed 3 I wish tbede was a 30 day guarantee. I would send back.

 Mosquitoes 3 Still have mosquitoes...

 NOT SURE YET 3 Still a bit skeptical about this product. Due to area we live in, we may just need to put out more canisters per 
acre.

 Did not work for me. 3 I cannot tell that they work. I bought 2 boxes and have 4 cylinders hanging. I still have mosquitoes.

 Too expensive for the results. 3 Made a difference but did not make a lot.

 effectiveness 3 hard to tell if it is effective-still some mosquitos

 Not a sure thing! 3 I could yell it helped but still got eaten alive going in my yard. I put all four tubes out on an acre and half area.

 No change in mosquitos 3 Saw no difference with using these

 Did not work for me 3 Did not seem to help.

 easy to use 3 did not like length of control

 Ok 3 Ok

 Seems to work 3 Easy to use. It seems to be working in West Georgia. Haven’t noticed nearly as many mosquitoes so far this 
Spring but it’s still early.

 Smitten bitten 3 Worked good for a couple days

 i don't know what to compare it to 3 I can't really tell if it helped, I still have a ton of mosquitoes.

 Disappointed 3 Still had Mosquitoes all over

 Know where you can hang them 
before you buy them

3 Na

 Works well until they overflow after 
every heavy rain

3 I was excited to use these and after 15 days they did start to work. Once we got a really hard rain though 
and they overflowed, they no longer worked. It does say in the instructions that if they overflow you will need 
to replace them so it was known that could happen. The problem is, if you get multiple heavy rains you will 
have to spend who knows how much money to keep replacing them. In case someone wants ro know, I live 
in NE Kansas.
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 Louisiana Flying Tigers 3 Very easy to install. Bought enough for the season. They have helped, but does not get all of them. 
Mosquito's were extremely bad this year due to the amount rain. Not sure if these work on gnats or not but 
most likely doesn't. They bite also. I was trying to cover a 5 acre yard, so put out six of them at a time to stay 
in the given set up distances. We waited late to put them out. Will most likely use them earlier next year to try 
and get a better jump on the little devils. They have helped immensely. Thank you.

 Kind of works 3 I Ordered the kit for when you already have mosquitos. I installed per directions. It’s been over 1 month and 
I’ve noticed about 25% less than normal mosquitoes. Wish it worked better.

 Didn’t notice a difference 3 I used way more than the package said I needed. I put the tubes all over the yard and still had to go in at 
dusk.
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